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Logistics industry recently highlights the importance of collaboration between charters and other
transportation providers. The visibility of process in which every collaborator performs is even
more crucial to result a more integrated and efficient delivery activity. An efficient delivery
activity is no longer limited to a definition of having the lowest cost but rather of having the
punctual delivery as it is planned. In the logistics process, it is customary to find that reality does
not always go with the plan. There are numerous points in time where sudden occurrences may
disrupt the entire process. It may be unavoidable, but it does not reduce the possibility for
company to read ahead what types of disruption that might happen, from their historical data and
real-time data. Multi-methods such as visual analytics, simulation, and forecasting are applied to
investigate direct impact of real-time data towards logistics visibility. Visual analytics arranged
the value in the big data to be more visible thus helps the data preparation step. Simulation gave
insight towards the investigation and resulted a redesigned Planning and Execution workflow
following BPMN 2.0. The workflow demonstrated that by reducing at least 1% of the process time,
which indicates the predictive action by using real-time data, it will lead to 2.33% of KPI
improvement, which is indicated by the more numbers of orders are delivered on-time. To
complete the operation from the workflow, another associated data object: historical chartered
truck is used in planning to allow planners to book charters in advance. This is done by comparing
4 methods of forecasting according to the data and correlated variable. Multiple RegressionSeasonality gave the best MAPE (13%). Predictive action would allow planners to have more
option of charter providers, thus choosing a better performer. This will lead to a better logistic
operation and proper visibility.

Keywords: Visibility, BPMN 2.0, Multiple Regression-Seasonality, Real-Time Data, Logistics

Operation, Predictive action.
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The use of data is no longer only important for the data scientists. Currently, business and
management player are paying more to attention to acknowledging and implementing the right
tools to analyze and get a better translation of market behavior to support their business decision
(Lebied, 2017). Specific to the logistic industry, the use of real-time traffic data enables companies
to reduce delivery lead time, hence reducing cost.
The interest of creating tools for making use of such real-time data and paced information arrival
is what enforces many companies to start measuring their own capability to develop their
technology or looking at technology providers that can create a self-tailor-made solution.
This research provides strategical, tactical and operational analysis in investigating direct impact
of real-time data towards logistic visibility. That is how visibility can be both the cause and the
impact of real-time data existence in the system. Focusing on the execution stage, we analyze the
current performance of the company (KPI) in order to investigate the impact and create a new
design where real-time data is used to reach logistics visibility.
Multi-methods are applied in this research in order to create a three-level analysis, they are:
strategical, tactical and operational. Visual analytics provide an easy way to extract valuable
information from data that is big in volume, irregular in timely manner, and redundant in
information. Data visualization makes the data behavior looks more discernible, hence the better
data preparation steps. To investigate the improvement of using real-time data for executing the
delivery, we use ARENA software to simulate the real historical data. The simulation includes the
interpretation of orders that are identified late. The ratio of late delivery is assumed to be the
interference that happened in a process of delivering the order. From the simulation, by
decreasing the interference in the process time by 1% the company receives an increase of 2.33%
in their performance which leads to 2% increase in their real KPI or an increase to 82% from the
current company’s KPI.
From simulation we acquire an insight into the possible types of disruptions and the types of realtime data which may enable one to reduce the impact of disruption. The assignment of which type
of real-time data is useful for which delivery process leads the author to redesign the Planning
and Execution Workflow following the notation of BPMN 2.0. From the workflow, another
associated data object: Historical Chartered Truck is considered to be a type of data that will
improve the planning performance. Performing forecasting method in this case appeared to
support the company to have another level of visibility. Forecasting the number of chartered
trucks enables the planner to have more options of charter providers because they are still
available and select the charter according to the performance or cost, hence the better KPI
performance.
To conclude, this research demonstrates that by implementing real-time data and utilizing
historical data, one can increase the supply chain visibility, as well as predictability, and as a result
improve the process of delivery.
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1. Organizational Terms
There are several units of departments that will be mentioned in this proposal. The mentioned
departments are those who are involved and responsible in the end-to-end supply chain of all the
orders. However, the mentioned departments below are not limited by the classification of
planning or administrative functions. They are as mentioned below.
a.

Customer

:

One company that has signed a contract to use H&S
Foodtrans service and the one who gives an order.

b. Commercial Manager

:

Contacting a potential customer, keep the customer relation.

c.

:

Create and update quotation if there is an extra cost.

d. Account Manager

:

Input order, keep the customer relation and the first person
to receive the complaint. Sometimes included in planning
activity as to book a vehicle and update the progress of
execution.

e.

MMP

:

Planning an intermodal route (ferry port – railway terminal)

f.

MMP-Routing

:

Book the chartered vehicle

g.

TCP

:

Truck, driver and container planning; pick-up and deliver
the product from door and to door.

Pricing

xi

Introduction
Imagine that any order can be delivered at the exact planned time; there would be no more
worries of how the supply chain expense might increase due to delay and tardiness. Logistics
within the operational SC (supply chain) enacts the movement of product from one firm to
another firm within the whole SC process. The complexity of creating an efficient logistics system
is not only about optimizing the network of delivering a product from one location to the endlocation but also about other constraints that can potentially occur during the execution at the
operational stage. The complexity increased more by the fact that demand behavior has changed,
as it follows how market characteristics and desirability have shifted.
It comes as no surprise that in this data-driven era, many logistic companies promptly search any
potential method/tools/ solution available thus far to improve the way of delivery; engulfing the
use of machine/hard tools-based, IT-based, internet-based or even AI-based technology.

1.1

Research Background

“Real-Time Data and Information Role in End-to-end Supply Chain: Logistics Visibility” is a
collaborative project between H&S Foodtrans and the Data2Move community. This project is set
to be the topic for this master thesis project. Therefore, it is important to align the standard of the
project outcome quality from both institutions and ensure that both institutions have the same
understanding in regards with the execution of the project.
1.1.1 Data2Move
The Data2move community was established to grasp the opportunity of the immense increase of
data availability in the open source. The community consists of not only the academia from
several universities, but also companies located in the Netherlands. Companies that are the
members, along with the goal of Data2move community, see these open and real-time data with
high valuable information as the key enabler to hoist their service quality in such a competitive
market. By combining the expertise in both fields (academia as the researcher in theoretical
manner and industrial players as the challenge provider in practical manner), it is expected that
the exchange of needs and knowledge within the community can be altered into platform where
solution and innovation related to data are born.
1.1.2 H&S Foodtrans
As an intermodal solution provider for transporting bulk liquid food stuff, H&S Foodtrans has the
biggest network in the business specific to their market region. It is H&S Foodtrans’ strategy to
further expand their market but their expansion strategy does not focus on breaching a new
region but more of increasing customer and supplier’s trust and consolidating their network.
Customer here stands for another company that places an order of transporting their product to
another factory in the different address, it can be under the same company, or even a different
company. Suppliers here stand for charters or partners that H&S collaborate with to operate the
delivery, such as: truck, ferry and train provider.
1.1.3 The End-to-end Supply Chain Process Flow
The end-to-end supply chain visibility, in the case of H&S Foodtrans, highlights the whole process
of delivering the product from point A to B. Focusing on the planning activity, Figure 1.1
illustrated how H&S in general processes an order. Planning Activity plays an important role in
H&S business viability because how the planners plan the delivery determines the quality of H&S
1

core service. Therefore, any improvement in the planning phase expectedly have a big impact on
the other activities. H&S believes that there is a potential that the impact would affect their
organizational structure.

Figure 1.1 General Overview of Business Process Flow

There are three sub-processes within the planning phase (see Figure 1.1), they are: MMP
Intermodal, MMP Routing: Booking intermodal charter, and TCP: Truck, Driver and Container
Planning. These three sub-processes naturally affect one another. MMP intermodal planner is
responsible to check whether an order must use one or more transportation modes (e.g. ferry
and train). They set which route is used and which closest container can be assigned to hold the
product. If the order was set to use multimodal transportation, then MMP-routing placed a
booking request to ferry and train service company. TCP planning is responsible to assign which
chauffeur to drive which truck to pick-up which container for a specific order. In addition, it is
always possible to have an order that uses only truck up to 500 km.
Specific to MMP intermodal planners, the planning that they set in the system is a paired-activity
per route and in different time windows (see Figure 1.2). Each activity can be named: cleaning,
loading, unloading, pick-up, and drop. The sequence of activity does not always go as one can see
in Figure 1.2. The combination of 5 activities in paired is many, not to mention that it is still
possible to repeat the same pair-activity.

Hour 1 - 3

2 hours

Hour 2 - 6

Hour 2 - 9

Hour 7 - 9

4 Hours

Hour 15 - 19

5 Hours

Hour 17 - 25

8 Hours

Legend:

Hour 2 - 6

1 Hour

Intermodality

Hour 2 - 9

Station

Figure 1.2 Paired-level Order Activity

Along with the movement of goods, the movement of information also plays an important role in
the operational execution. To obtain more pre-knowledge regarding the continuation of delivery
activity, the author decided to classify two types of flow, based on two questions below:
1. What is being exchanged? What is being transferred within each flow?
2. What are the platform, the mounts, or the vehicles that move it?
The two classifications are termed: Goods Supply Chain Flow (GSCF) and Information-Support
Supply Chain Flow (ISSCF). The matrix shows that in GSCF, the goods or the product as written
in the order template are the one who is being exchanged. The mounts that moves the product
are 3 possible transportation modes that H&S Foodtrans uses, they are: Truck, Ferry and Railway.
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Whereas in the ISSCF, the transporter are the departments or functions in which the information
is being exchanged.
Figure 1.3. depicts how each flow runs during operational execution. If we would like to focus on
ISSCF point of view, then how to read the matrix is by asking: How is the information being
exchanged among departments during the execution that uses truck? Or ferry? Or train? Figure
1.3 described that for Ferry, the information is exchanged among departments of: administration,
MMP: Intermodal Route and MMP-Routing Booking. Whereas GSCF is read: under specific
department’s responsibility, how are the products moved. To answer this, the matrix described
that TCP is only responsible for activity relates to trucking

Goods Supply Chain Flow

Exist in the system
Not exist in the system

Truck

Ferry

Train

Information-Support
Supply Chain Flow

Administrative
MMP: Intermodal
Route
MMP-Routing:
Booking Ferry / Train
TCP: Truck and
Driver Scheduling

Figure 1.3 Matrix of Supply Chain Planning Activity

In this research we will define our research scope based on the matrix above. This is because our
research focuses on the executional stage, and using real-time data in this stage is presumed to
affect both GSCF and ISSCF in the company

1.2

Project Background

Currently H&S has several blind spots in their supply chain especially in terms of exchanging
information across partners. On the other hand, the visibility among suppliers and charters are
still limited. On the tactical level, the way the information is exchanged is mostly through phone
and email, such as: the confirmation of order acceptance, the update on the delivery during the
execution or update of delay. The collaboration between H&S with the charter providers are also
limited. In a way of how to send a booking request, not every charter has a platform to allow H&S
to input the order. Thus, the company often sent it by e-mail. The updates of whether the product
is being shipped, or docked, or unloaded from ferry/train to truck, etc. can be obtained by going
to the charter’s platform. However, since not all charters have one, the update request can be
asked through phone or e-mail. Therefore, it is frequent for H&S to receive delay update at the
time when the customer has noticed that their expected product has not arrived at the planned
time.
H&S sees that by integrating both GSCM and ISSCM, the use of real-time data may lead to an
efficient and fast decision-making, hence better delivery performance. Through a collaborative
supply chain across trading partner, the company will be able to respond to sudden demand or
market behavior changes and minimize the risk of disruption occurrence during the execution of
the operation.
The company believes that by first building a concrete architecture of supply chain visibility in
terms of information exchange across department that involves in the planning phase will result
to an efficient planning and execution, hence an improved KPI. However, in the practical world,
the logistic flow is as dynamic as the arrival of the information itself. During the execution we are
often faced with a change of plans due to delays, weather, traffic, etc. (For the remainder of the
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report, traffic data, weather, etc. will be known as the real-time information or data.). These might
lead to a late delivery time, whereas lead times is a key indicator of delivery performance.
As the company focuses on providing logistic solution through the use of multimodal
transportation (excl. airways), H&S Foodtrans understands that using ferry and train means that
the planner needs to do the booking to reserve a spot for their container. Despite the booking
already being accepted, sometimes during the operation, it is possible that the train exceeds the
capacity or goes under maintenance, etc. To respond to such circumstances, the company is
required to make a sudden action. The partners are not only those who are owning intermodal
transportation modes. The containers are the material that is being exchanged in the GSCF and
container’s availability can still fulfill the customer’s demand. However, it is important to know
that the trucks used during the execution of the delivery are not always the ones which belong to
the company. Therefore, many truck charter providers are also involved as their partner of
delivery and these partners are across Europe and Russia.
There are always probabilities for the real-time information and data to interfere the delivery
plan during execution, even though not every order delivery has an interference. But the company
wants to migrate their response from reactive to be proactive. This means that they are curious
of what will be affected when real-time data and information could be integrated. How to respond
to such interference? Is there any way to minimize the risk of disruption upon the delivery
execution? These reasons are then what leads this project to existence.
Many technology providers are ready to embed the feature of handling real-time information.
However, H&S Foodtrans does not want to merely implement the sophisticated system into their
operation. The company understands very well that there should be any effect that will happen
to their strategical, tactical and/or operational planning stage. The fact that the company focuses
on bulk food-liquid transportation, adds even more constraints to the treatment requirements.
Therefore, the self-tailored solution is believed will be able to answer the concern.
H&S Foodtrans sees this as an opportunity to develop their current system and train their own
resource to be able to do so. The further questions in this regard then emerge. Must all real-time
data and information that are available on the market be considered for making decision? Will
these variables (real-time data), once it is involved, give benefits to the pace of decision making?
If not, then which of these should be embed? In terms of technology, how is the condition of their
data warehouse? Will the system capacity be able to tackle the big wave arrival of data? What to
prepare to implement this? Are they capable of implementing this by themselves? Lastly, will
there be any change occurred in terms of organizational structure in order to support the cycle of
exchanging information?
1.2.1 Research and Project Scope
This research investigates the use of real-time data and information that arrive during the
execution of the order. This is in accordance with the company’s main concern that is related to
the continuation of delivery activity for all orders. Suppose delivery of one product requires
multimodal transportation: truck – railway – truck respectively, then if the train arrives late, it
will impact the time of a truck picking up as well as arriving in the end-location to unload the
product. Then, the whole process is disrupted.
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Figure 1.4 Research Focus on ISSCM and GSCF

Besides, real-time data is even more interesting when it turns to be real-time action. The realtime information or data that arrive during the execution will create a responsive action to the
planners in the planning department. There are two perspectives: (1) the customer wants insight
in the entire delivery activity process from e.g. Cleaning to delivery; (2) H&S wants more insight
in the entire process i.e. which truck will pick up which container? Where is the truck at a certain
time? Will the truck be on time? And so on. H&S Foodtrans believed that the difficult part is that
the truck that initially picks up the container, usually is not the same truck as the one that will
pick the container up after arriving at the terminal. This is where the subcontract (truck charter
partner) plays the role.
As an intermodal logistic company, being able to reduce performance variation in executing the
delivery is the main thing. But being able to manage any potential disruption during the
executional stage, is even more complicated. Therefore, the scope of the research focuses both on
ISSCM and GSCF with the magnification on execution stage as one can see in Figure 1.4. The matrix
depicts the main question of how is the information exchanged during the execution when a
product is moved using truck, ferry and train?
1.2.2 Research Questions
Along with the scope and the project background, research is performed to answer research
question as mentioned below:
1.

Investigating Real-time Data Effect in the Executional Stage
a. What would happen once real-time data is successfully reducing the process time?
will there be any change of performance?
b. What type of data is to be used in which process?
c. How should the process of involving real-time data be?
d. To increase the delivery performance, besides adopting external resource such as
real-time data and other technology, what other improvement in terms of logistic
operation that can be implemented by H&S?
These investigation questions need to be answered to reach the main objective of the research.
That is to design or redesign an improvement in accordance with real-time data involvement and
its logistics operations to minimize uncertainty and the impact of disruptions in the current
operation by visualizing, simulating and forecasting company’s big data, whilst also improving its
supply chain visibility.
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Literature Review
Real-time data is a ‘buzzword’ among both industrialists and scientists. The curiosity of how the
use of real-time data impact positively to industry and research are becoming the most
interesting topic. As real-time data itself is ubiquitous, many believed that apparently only few
specific type of data is needed for each and different purpose of use. Many researchers provided
several and various types of methods to cultivate real-time data in order to be able to gain the
useful information from such a messy, irregular, and big volume of data. Specific to this research,
the topic that is specifically related to real-time data role in logistics visibility is still limited,
regardless that many articles in the internet have shown how technology became the solution of
all logistic problems, including visibility. It was difficult to find the direct correlation of how a
good logistic operation gave a room to real-time data to create an optimal visibility in practical
means.
In this section, literatures are referred to give insight about the literal definition of what is
visibility, real-time data and how both changed the market behavior? This section also
emphasizes the use of literature as guidance of methods to be used in order to answer the
research questions. References that are available from types of journal, website articles and
books gave a lot of insight to support the analysis of this project.

2.1

Data-driven Supply Chain Visibility

Supply Chain Management (SCM) was born thematically; cutting across various and numerous
disciplinary research silos (Grimm et al., 2015). Grimm’s paper (2015) that aims to review
empirical strategic supply chain management from trusted published articles, highlighted that
SCM disciplinary area is even broader than when it was firstly coined. Grimm (2015) asserted
that the area of SCM discipline involves the integration of key business process (Cooper et al.,
1997), within one or across firm/business players (Mentzer et al., 2001; Wisner, 2003). The
aspects include planning and management in sourcing and procurement, conversion, also
logistics. Most of scholars agreed that logistics is merely one process out of many processes prior
to consumption stage not above it.
Over a decade the interest of inter-organizational topic increases drastically (2007: 21%, 2009:
93% and 2012: 86%) cannot be unrestrained. It apparently showed a conspicuous closure that
the awareness of building collaborative supply chain has suddenly appeared in the supply chain’s
topic wall of fame. Company believed that by being collaborative they would be able to raise their
competitive advantage. This increase number is seemingly dominated by strategic networks topic
Strategic network highlights the importance of maintaining the inter-organization relationship.
This includes strategic alliances and joint ventures (Gulati et al., 2000; Grimm et al., 2015). The
configuration of the interaction will influence the extent of trust (Connelly et al., 2012),
“ownership of intellectual property rights” or boundaries (Huang et al., 2013; Bhattacharjya et al.,
2010) and environment where the information should exchange; generally, how the information
and interdependence are being perceived and interconnected (Brews & Tucci, 2004).
Global supply chain is indeed giving many opportunities to all supply chain player, regardless
they are the end-consumer, the manufacturer, the retailer, the deliverer or even the policy maker.
However, with a bigger opportunity comes a bigger challenge or risk. Holcomb et al (2011) cited
that the competition now is no longer between firms but between supply chain against other
supply chain player and the competition also happened for different industry. Such altruism also
occurs in all processes in the supply chain i.e. inventory, logistics, manufacturing, service, etc.
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Kinaxis (2017) is convinced that by having visibility in supply chain, it will result a more agile,
resilient, and competitive and profitable business through a quicker response, anticipative action
of potential disruptive events along the process, and integrated exchange information throughout
the supply chain. Repeated interaction can reduce forecast inflation, lead to a more effective
forecast information sharing and cooperation in a supply chain (von Haartman & Bengtsson,
2015).
However, building trust and accountability across departments or firms in one supply chain
system is not the only thing that can lead visibility to its ultimate vision. Application and
technology are said to be the most crucial tools to support visibility to its higher extent.
Manifesting in proper implementation of technology is likely leading to a significant intra and
inter-organizational change (Power, 2005). Ngai et al. (2011) mentioned that despite the result,
three companies use IT as their vital asset. Factor of IT is then concluded as a vital factor of
approaching the supply chain agility.

2.2

Logistics Visibility

Li et al. (2006) cited the classification of the SCM concept. The concept was separated into two
paths according to Tan et al. (1998), they are: purchasing & supply management and
transportation & logistics management. From the transportation window, the concept of SCM is
linear or similar with integrated logistics systems that is by reducing inventory both within and
across the industries in the whole supply chain. In the basis, the aim of both windows is at the
same direction. Therefore, these two windows are then evolved along with the raise of SCM
complexity (Li et al., 2006).
As mentioned in section 2.1, logistics is only one part of the whole supply chain process. This
statement was clearly supported in the traditional terms of supply chain that are: plan, source,
make, and deliver (Mussomeli et al., 2016). Industrialist such as Supply Chain Insights LLC.,
reported in their research report (2014) that the gap between awareness of importance in each
process in one supply chain and the survey result of company performance upon each of it was
outlined. This result was ranked based on 7-point scale. Transportation and Logistics Network
(as seen in the Figure 2.1) dominated 96% percentage of importance among other process.
However, the current performance that the company can reach is 44% lesser. The biggest gap
occurred in the factor of Inter-enterprise Order Management to Customer for 50% lower in
performance. These gaps further corroborated all earlier findings as written in the previous
section that stated the vitality of technology manifestation as the strategic network tools.

Figure 2.1 Importance vs Performance (Source: Supply Chain Insights, 2014)
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An across-the-border logistics can involve many actors other than just the firms within the supply
chain, such as the government agencies (e.g. customs). The fact that every physical movement
will involve logistics can corroborate the fact that logistics can be the process of which gives the
biggest contribution to total operation cost. Therefore, specific to the third-party logistics (3PL)
companies, it is very crucial for them to be able to provide a competitive price and quality
followed by the fact that there is drastic surge of number of 3PL companies.
Prof. Tom Van Woensel in the 2012 Inaugural Lecture stated that smart logistics equals to 3P+I,
namely planning, people, policy and ICT infrastructure. ICT infrastructure was said as an enabler
for planning and scheduling process to induce an efficient and cost-effective managerial decisions.
With a great development of ICT infrastructure in the recent decades, there should be bigger
possibility of handling huge amount and quality of information and ubiquitous data. The people
will take a responsibility to interpret the data and decision maker. Whereas government policies
will also play its role as the fundamental factor of constraints in the operational stage (Woensel,
2012).
2.2.1 From Inter-modality to Synchro-modality
The intermodal logistic is used to both domestic logistics an international logistics. In average,
there are 9.2 billion of tons in year 2006 intermodal logistic activities in Indonesia for both
international and domestic logistics (Malisan, 2007). The vast amount of data and information
will arise along the increase of freight transport. Executing logistics in intermodal operation will
involve many actors within one trading lane. Figure 2.2 describes how intermodal between two
transportation modes operated.

Figure 2.2 Data Sources in a Trade Lane (Source: Klievink et al., 2012)

As more parties are involved in one process, then the information exchange will be more complex.
The shipping activities mostly are executed with a very small amount of information due to trust
issue. As seen in Figure 2.2, these data or information are needed to be distributed along the
process actors. But sometimes, the interoperability and interconnection across the actors are not
there to support. According to one of the findings in Berg & Langen’s paper (2015), shippers and
forwarder make decision under imperfect information. This deficiency will certainly affect the
whole process. Once there is an early or later arrival of only one mode, then the rest of the modes
will be affected along with the opportunity cost and time-wise cost.
Supporting the leverage of ICT infrastructure, Klievink et al. (2012) proposed the Data Pipeline
Innovation. This is an Information system architecture concept based on the use of Service8

Oriented Architectures (SOA) that can be operated by several parties. A shared bus-system of
data warehouse that can accessed simultaneously where all data and information pertaining to
the order information. This includes all necessary data to be shared. In the basis, it is the same as
how visibility aims. Therefore, the existence of blockchain will be helpful to make the integration
more automated and secured through answering the concern of trust issue.

“The key of synchro-modality is that the choice of transport modality requires
predictability, which requires accurate trade data (Klievink et al., 2012).”
Both domestic or international logistics need a regulatory conformation. This issue can be
regarded with the container certification, capacity, and other administrative issue. Therefore, it
is also important to build an information infrastructure connection with government and nongovernmental sector. Every sector will define their own criteria of information boundaries. For
example, non-governmental organization (NGO) will take an activity of humanitarian logistics,
which in this case, time is the most prioritized factor. Hence, the bigger probability of having
intermodal solution. In order to be able to distribute food or first aid to the area of disaster, the
NGO must also need the supplier and the preemptive logistics. Even sometimes one supplier
cannot provide the sudden big amount of demand. Thus, NGO can still search for another supplier
with the almost same level of quality. Tracing is then becoming the most vital activity. Ensuring
that goods are delivered in the right time and place (Chiappetta Jabbour, et al., 2017). NGO case
really emphasizes the importance of integrated information across actors, firms, organizations,
even sectors.

2.3

Supply Chain Visibility and Digital Supply Network

Barratt & Oke (2007) and Mussomeli et al. (2016) reported that technological evolution is the
key enabler of the interconnected information sharing and an open system Digital Supply
Network (DSN). In actualizing the real visibility in supply chain, many enterprise solutions were
and yet being developed. Barrat & Oke (2007) used case of ManCo and its business model by
considering the information sharing that occurred with its antecedents. It clearly concluded that
different strength of any particular linkage will lead to a distinctive visibility of among firm-tofirm in one supply chain. As the information to be exchanged and the level of dependence between
each coupled supplier-retailer will be different. One of the most groundbreaking technology
system was blockchain technology. “Blockchain brings everyone to highest degree of
accountability in sharing”, said Ian Khan the Technology Futurist from TEDx speaker (cited in
Blockgeeks by Rosic, 2016). The system was adopted as a network of nodes and in separated
adoption term also called as distributed ledgers. By altering it into a dynamic and integrated
supply network, the paradigm of being reactive shifted to being proactive. It can be either shaping
the information as close as possible to the real-life cases or involving real-time information and
data as the variable to have a rapid decision making and a more predictive situation operationally.
The proactive situation will require an advanced technology, which will be able to generate
decision in second. This means that human knowledge employment will be the vital asset. Thus,
it is no longer the matter of number of people. The technology will consent one people to
responsible more than one function, hence employment reduction (Mussomeli, Gish, & Laaper,
2016).
“It refers to how information brings new value to customers and supply chain actors in

terms of services, decision making, visibility and prediction. Here, the key capability is to
deliver the right information to the right people at the right time for decision-making
purposes. (Korpela et al., 2017)”
The increase of digital supply network is not caused by the awareness of how important
technology alone, but also the fact that technology manifestation cost is more declined. Business
player sees this as a big opportunity as the computing power and its capability are also becoming
more and more developed (Mussomeli et al., 2016). The technology solution provider emersion
increased as they also offer more sophisticated technology along with customer’s demand which
then also became the company’s demand at the end. Korpela et al. (2017) identified four
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requirements for digital business ecosystems implementation. These requirements were
believed constituting a foundation for business and innovation development as well as present
research. They are, according to Korpela et al. (2017):
1. Business model development: Strategy and business model development to maximize
innovation and effectiveness by leveraging technology capability
2. Information model platforms: Collect, store and deliver a proper information models.
Integration became the next phase as it needs to be accessible for multiple platform.
3. Business process standards for supply chain connectivity: Authorization, boundaries of
how partners in one supply chain should be digitally connected
Operator services for supply chain connectivity: Integration channel intermediaries. This also
involves the information exchanges across actors and system.

2.4

Data Analysis

With the emergence of volumized, velocitized, various, and veracious data, the development of
data mining knowledge must follow. Multivariate data analysis was provided as an analysis in
which two or more variable quantities were embedded (Hair et al., 2010), which became the
answer of analyzing data with high variety. Hair et al. (2010) provided the six-step-model process
framework to develop, interpret and validate any multivariate analysis. Since there is actually no
single stipulated procedure or approach, it is important to note that the criteria of “success” and
“failure” are determined at each stage according to the purpose. In addition, the emphasis is not
on the framework, but to on what basis or assumptions the model is built. The steps are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define the Research Problem, Objectives, and Multivariate Technique to Be Used.
Develop the Analysis Plan
Evaluate the Assumptions Underlying the Multivariate Technique
Estimate the Multivariate Model and Assess Overall Model Fit
Interpret the Variate(s)
Validate the Multivariate Model

To answer the challenge the veracity, we have to note that every data analysis standardized their
quality of analysis by checking both validity and reliability of the raw data (i.e. sample size,
environment, etc.), the model (i.e. the missing data, the outliers, etc.) and the result itself (i.e.
measurement error, validity and reliability test, etc.).
2.4.1 Descriptive Statistics
Research questions as written in the section 1 indicated a direction upon descriptive statistics.
Therefore, the analysis that related mainly to the data characteristics (i.e. in this case is
descriptive) is the best option to obtain the high-quality outcome.
“The task of descriptive statistics is to describe states and processes on the basis of
observed data (Berthold et al., 2010).”
Its characteristic measures computation’s goal mainly is to summarize data set. This includes
extracting the information of characteristic of data and relevant properties or variables in as few
quantities as possible. There are three types of characteristic measures, they are:
1. Location measures
It specifies the preference of data, majority of data in the domain of an attribute, such as:
mode, median, mean, covariance, correlation, and quantiles. It is also often visualized
through the help of boxplot
2. Dispersion measures
It specifies how much the data deviate from the majority. Thus, it characterizes how well
the location measures summarized the data, such as: range, interquantile range, mean
absolute deviation, variance, and standard deviation.
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3. Shape measures
It characterized the distribution of the data by comparing its shape to a standardized
shape, such as: skewness, and kurtosis.
2.4.2 Data Visual Analytics
Hand (1998) agreed that data analysis is to answer question of: what we do when we turn data
into information, regardless the tools and environment as long as the data naturality can be
captured in a proper manner. The graphical representation is evolving these later days to be a socalled visualization (Berthold et al., 2010). Mutlu et al. (2014) finds visualization as a method to
handle their project; that is to provide a tool that can automatically extract value out of a messy
and big data; and propose the appropriate means consisted of facts and data therein (Mutlu, et al.,
2014).
“the graphical probe has become and essential tools, the computer summarizing possibly

large masses of data into a simple display, to which the natural pattern detection abilities
of the human eye can be applied (Hand, D. J., 1998).”
In the more specific view, Vartak et al. (2016) emphasizes how data visualization plays in
important roles to summarize data that is providing an overview of the data distribution,
correlation attributes, an understanding of what is “typical” in the dataset and enabling users to
contextualize trends and advanced statistics. Elzen & Wijk (2014) found that visual analytics
enable the user to have a better support for scanning and exploring data through for example:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Draw boxes
Select ranges
Order selections
Direct manipulation

There are numbers of ways to translate and transform both qualitative data and quantitative data
into picture. However, Goebel (2014) affirmed that exposing data relationship is rather difficult
due to data complexity or the volume. “The real practical challenge of visualization is making
choices: how should one select within the data to focus the quest for implicit relationships, and
what kind of visual vocabulary should those data be mapped to?” (Goebel, 2014).
Many examples provided by numbers of research papers are considered to determine what type
of form of visualization will be used for the project. Some researchers pay more attention to the
design as they believed to have the beautiful visualization or artistically (Samsel, F., 2013).
Whereas, some tends to just place many relative information to be provided in tabular figure (van
Corput et al., 2014). Cook et al (2016) reviewed a project of Tenneke & De Jonge (2014) that
analyzed the sales record of house sold in certain city for two years. Tenneke & De Jonge used bar
to represent mean value, of which may not be satisfactorily representative to the data due to
possibility of data distortion. Therefore, table plot is best used to get only a rough sense of the
associations; whereas dot displays might offer a less data distortion (Cleveland, 1993).

2.5

Real-time Data Analytics for Logistics Visibility

Firstly, it is important to note that supply chain visibility is a whole lot processes and activities.
In the logistic industry, the visibility is crucial as logistics are the major contributor of the
pervasive supply chain cost (Ghiani et al., 2004). Logistic process nowadays was not always
performed by the company that produced the product. The supplier or the manufacturer often
believed by hiring the 3PL (3rd party logistics, it can reduce the total cost). Then, not every logistic
service provider is able to utilize their owned fleet. Sometimes they need to hire transportation
mode provider. This can be due to the capacity of number of owned-fleet or to the goal of reducing
the lead time, hence intermodal solution (Klievink et al., 2012), etc.
Logistics visibility was deduced to include the exchange of information between partners (Barratt
& Oke, 2007). This information can be contained of the anticipated delay time, and other data as
seen in Figure 2.3 (Klievink, et al., 2012). Specific to the delay time, it is the information that can
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be extracted from the real-time data and can be used in operational execution stage. Because once
the delay time data is stored then it can no longer be used to plan an operational means. However,
it will still be able to help the company to see the pattern of traffic or decipher what could be the
associated cause and factor for the traffic.

Figure 2.3 Live Traffic Data Tabular Visualization
(Source: https://integration.telematics.tomtom.com/en_gb/solutionDetails/2701/control-tower)

Visualization does not stand for predicting nor decision making. However, visualization played a
key role to explore and understand what patterns were present by looking at the plotted data as
the preliminary phase (Cook et al., 2016). Therefore, by using a live historical traffic data, it is
expected that the end-user will be able to capture what has happened in the moment as is. The
comparison between planned & actual visualized data, in which the delay time occurred in causal
with real-time data and information, could be performed to see whether the impact of real-time
data having is high during the time (Elzen & Wijk, 2014). By firstly visualizing as the preliminary
phase, one can determine if there is a gap of opportunity of improvement therein (Cook et al.,
2016).
This affirmed many scholars’ consent regarding the necessity of the assistance of technology in
data analytics. That clearly deduced that it will provide a revolution of decision making,
forecasting, maintaining competitive advantage, and other business profit in terms of time of
analysis performance. Therefore, intelligent data analysis (IDA) was basically an analysis upon
the data that leverages the technology development as the tool to perform automated analysis in
a brief time with only little human interference. This might enable one to produce real-time
decision-making, depending on the capability of the system (Hand D. , 1998).
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Research Method
In this chapter, we will describe the research framework, approach and method to answer the
research questions. Framework as described in section 3.1. is used to guide the analysis part that
can be seen in Chapter 4. Section 3.2 explains the possibility of an analysis to affect other stages
besides execution stage.

3.1

Research Framework

In order to answer the research questions as written in Chapter 1, we follow the framework as
depicted in Figure 3.1. First, current system learning process consists of observing the current
delivery performance, business flow, current system, organization structure and other
information related to how order is processed from planning stage until execution stage. This is
to pursuit the more acknowledgement regarding what potential real-time data and information
are available out there and could interfere the entire process. Current system learning process
includes collecting both qualitative and quantitative data.

Observe the
current system

Current System
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Resource
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Data
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Data set
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Design
Figure 3.1 Research Framework

The second process in the framework is data preparation. After data is collected, in the second
process we firstly determine which stage of operational process is having the most effect of once
the real-time data is involved. The data visualization is a major part of the analysis. This is to
enable users to translate the data in an easy way. In addition, this is also the preliminary step to
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prepare the data and analyze the data behavior. Tableau 2018.1 and its own support tool that is
Tableau Prep 2018.1.1 are used to create visual analytics; as the application is mentioned as one
of the most user-friendly and statistical, managerial, and technical support tools.
Besides the internal resource availability, the external resource availability must also be analyzed
in order to take inventory of what potential real-time data and information are available out there
and could interfere with the executional process. Related to the investigation of how the real-time
data affected the operation, the current data sets will be simulated using ARENA Software in
forms of a queueing system. The simulation will help to spot in which processes, according to the
datasets, bottlenecks occur; hence the gap of improvement. The improvement is measured as if
real-time data is able to reduce 1% of the interference in the delivery process phase. It is said the
performance is improved if the number of on-time delivery is increased in time window. The
simulation leads to a redesigned of workflow with real-time data in the system.
In the last process, we will analyze another associated data in the workflow that will enable the
use of real-time data to reach the better visibility. Forecasting method is selected to enable
planners to perform predictive action upon estimating the number of chartered truck will be use
for 5 days ahead. The benefit of implementing this is that due to having a reliable forecast at an
earlier timeframe, the planners will have more options of choosing the charter provider according
to its performance and price.

3.2

Strategical Analysis

The analysis does not stop at using the tools at the operational stage. It is expected to result in
strategical outcome as an insight for further implementation of the project by doing a referential
research that is in accordance with the result of observation during the internship period.

Figure 3.2 Stage-like Analysis

The strategical analysis is requested by the company in order to provide a detailed information
what and how to use real-time data in improving the performance in managerial manners.
analysis stage or simulation stage is involving the use of ARENA software. The knowledge about
the extant technology or tools that can handle all the requirements is also important as an
additional recommendation.
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Analysis and Discussion
Delivery performance for H&S is the difference in time units between the actual delivery time
with the planned delivery time. this indicates that the data defines the occurrence in execution
stage, that is where the truck driver, the ferry/train operator takes a role as a main actor in the
operational stage. Therefore, all data that relates to both types of datasets (as mentioned) is used
to analyze the performance of the delivery. We performed a step-by-step data preparation in this
chapter, in order to be able to obtain a more reliable KPI. We used this calculated KPI as our base
of improvement once the real-time data is implemented as one can find it in Chapter 5.
Both qualitative and quantitative data and knowledge is considered as insights to how the
analysis should be performed, thus the redesign leads to managerial recommendations. Both
types of data create a reciprocal relation between one another. The quantitative will play an
important role in the analysis to enable the author to measure the gap of improvements from the
system. Whereas qualitative data will lead to hypotheses or creation of new variable.

4.1

Current System Learning

The current system learning is performed to acquire an overview about how the current
company’s technology affects their logistic operation performance. The information in this
section is obtained during the company’s introduction and data collection period.
H&S uses Transport Management Systems (TMS) for processing their orders and platform of
Transfusion 1 and its newly developed version, Transfusion 2 for exchanging order information.
Through these platforms, the information pertaining to route, cost, order details, order activity,
etc. are exchanged among different departments. All order’s information technically is stored in
the centralized database every day at 1AM. The capacity of centralized database is unfortunately
limited to store all details of information of orders from only two years back data, due to the use
of SQL. The data analysis is performed using excel. However, through the system, the user can still
find the historical data of order and its detailed information from many more years ago.

Figure 4.1 Planning Process

However, despite having the powerful platform, on the operational level, their logistic planning
process is not entirely automated. Key processes such as truck driver’s scheduling, assignment of
which truck bring which container, etc. are not yet automated. As attached in Appendix 1 and
depicted in Figure 4.1, specific to the planning departments, the flow of order can be formally
explained as such:
After the order module is received by MMP-Planner, it becomes the pre-order which will
be listed on the plan-board where all the unprocessed orders are marked by color. The
MMP Planner is responsible to assign order to which route, hence determining the
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modality of the order. The assigned route may comprise of fully roadway route, or a
combination of railway, ocean, and roadway route from door-to-door. Then the order
modalities are sent to TCP Planner. For the order that uses train or ferry to connect the
delivery according to the routing, the routed order module is also dispatched to the MMPBooking. At the simultaneous time, MMP Booking will look for the ferry and train provider
in that certain route and book the service according to the order detail, while TCP assigns
which truck to which container is the closest with the order starting point. The TCP also
ensure that the truck is assigned to a driver in accordance with the break schedule
regulation and etc. Lastly, TCP also has to create a booking if they want to charter a truck

4.2

Preliminary Step (Data Visualization)

Following Cook et al. (2016), data visualization is used to prepare the data or known as
preliminary step. Visualization method indeed provides an ease to the user. It translates easily
the messy data, hence, a better method of cleaning data. In this research we use Tableau Prep
2.18.1.1 to visualize the given data.
The raw dataset consists of three tables. First table consisted of 143,083 raw value of numbers of
orders from year 2015 – 2018; the second table consisted of 58,253 raw value of Planned delivery
date and Actual delivery data and other information of an order; and the third table consisted of
1,029,313 values of paired-delivery activity per order. In this case, timely scoped data is very
helpful to create a more integrated and focused data, which lead to a better timely analysis.

Figure 4.2 The Pattern of Yearly order from 2016 (Left), 2017 (Middle), 2018 (Right)

First, we need to determine whether it is possible to have the data narrowed/scoped by time
ranges or use the given data as is. This is done by looking whether numbers of orders behaved
randomly or in pattern. Figure 4.2 captured no randomness in numbers of orders every year. As
a matter of fact, there are always a decrease of numbers of orders in December, February and
September. Even though the decrease value occurred in the particular month differs each year
the patterns are the same each year. Therefore, it is possible to narrow our data by time range.
Since the data collection period started on February 2018, we decided to use a recent, one year
back data sets (i.e. February 2017 – February 2018, 13 Months). This is to capture the data
patterned behavior that happened yearly; hence a representable dataset.
Since our main focus is to measure the performance of delivery, we determine two main data
objects as our parameter. First, Plan delivery time (PLN_Del) is a date and time when one order
is planned to be arrived at the unloading dock. PLN_Del is determined by Planners department
commonly one week or two weeks in advance. Second, the actual delivery time (ACT_Del) defines
the date and time when the product is actually delivered and arrived at the unloading dock. ADT
is input by the Account Manager (AM) who received an update from the truck driver who is
responsible to perform the ‘to-door-delivery’. Tableau Prep 2018.1.1 is used as the tools to create
data visualization.
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4.2.1 Cleaning the data
The raw data will first be filtered to our time range and cleaned according to the purpose of each
design. Our filtration of time range will be focusing on the planned delivery date (PLN_Del)
because we would like to see how many delivered orders conformed with its planned data. Thus,
it is important to check the completion of the PLN_Del data. Therefore, we are going to focus on
the dataset in the second table since it is the only table with the information of PLN_Del. In order
to integrate the dataset according to orders that were placed within our time ranges, we also
perform a joining operation of data from other tables of the raw dataset. We use Tableau Prep
2018.1.1 to help filtering, cleaning, joining, and visualizing data. Data visualization indeed
transforms the ‘messy’ data to a more discernible value. It also provides insight of how many null
values and unnecessary data exist in our data set as seen in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Company Data Visualization

The next step will be determining which value will be the most powerful to investigate the use of
real-time data in the logistic operation. 4 data consisting of Actual delivery date and time
(ACT_Del); Planned delivery date (PLN_Del) and time; Order Number (OpdrachtNummer);
Performance Rank (PerfRank); and Delivery date difference (Diff_Del). These 5 values are used
in conformation with our research scope and question. However, to yield a deeper analysis, the
other attributes are also considered, such as: Modality, the from and to action, the from and to
location and Charter or own fleet. These attributes will create a more detailed information of the
order number. The more detailed explanation is outlined in Table 4.1.
According to the company, it is common to have missing data especially because the ACT_Del data
is input manually. However, the category of the data that are missing are used to compute the KPI.
The calculation itself is based on the Diff_Del data, which indicates the differences between the
actual delivery time and planned delivery time in hour unit. To calculate the KPI, the company
prefer to ignore the missing data and remove the data from calculation.
Table 4.1 Step-by-step Data Cleansing

1

Data Condition
18.13% out of the raw data are outside of
our time window

Action
Filter the whole data set based on its PLN date,
according to our time window
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2

There are 47,693 data with 583 nulls of
PLN date and time data

3

583 nulls of PLN_Del data have been
identified. There are 45 data who are
outside our time window
There are still 11% missing value (±4800
value) of actual delivery (ACT) date data

4

Enter the System computer and software to check
whether the data is stored in the system. If so, then filled
one by one per order number manually, the null data
with the one stored in the system.
Filter the whole data set based on its PLN date,
according to our time window
Check the system whether it is stored in the system. If
not, there is nothing we can do about it, because this
data is input manually by Account Managers.

Referring to Hair et al. (2010), missing data that are more than 5% or 10% may no longer be
negligible.

“First, missing data can introduce potential bias in parameter estimation and weaken
the generalizability of the results (Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1997). Second, ignoring cases
with missing data leads to the loss of information which in turn decreases statistical
power and increases standard errors (Peng et al., 20016). Finally, most statistical
procedures are designed for complete data (Schafer & Graham, 2002)” (Dong & Peng,
2013).
To decide which missing data treatment is proper, the examination of the missing data is
performed. As mentioned earlier, since the ACT_Del date is input manually by persons, then it is
concluded that the missing data has no systematic pattern, or we call it as MCAR (Missing
Completely at Random) (Hair et al., 2010).
One of the methods suggested by references is data imputation. This method is performed to fill
in the data with the average value of the same characteristic of each null value. However, we
cannot use data imputation on the ACT_Del data since the format of the value is note measureable.
Thus, our data imputation target is Diff_Del variable. The imputation is based on two united
categories, they are: From Location and To Location. This means that every order number that
has the same from and to location will be imputed. The average data of Diff_Del is added in the
column Diff_Del in which the 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 value existed. There are 6 missing value from the cleaned data
in either from or to location. Since it shows that the missing value is less than 1% of the cleaned
data, then it is good to remove the data. The cleaned data is our investigation base to answer the
research questions, to see the gaps of improvement and to design or re-design the system.

4.3

Current Execution Performance

Before we investigate how much improvement will the use of real-time data have on the current
system, first we need to acknowledge the company’s delivery KPI. Currently, the company
claimed to have 80% level at their delivery KPI. This value is calculated with all nulls value
removed (current data treatment procedure: nulls values are negligible). However, as mentioned
in the section 4.2.1, the percentage of missing value that is above 10% might lead to a bias
conclusion. 11% of data sets related to delivery KPI calculation are nulls. Due to large amount of
missing data, the reliability of current KPI must be re-evaluated.
The calculated KPI is the KPI value in which all the missing value are treated following the data
imputation approach (as suggested in the literature). The calculation of the calculated KPI is
following the company’s KPI calculation procedure. The evaluation of the current KPI performed
by comparing the current KPI score with the calculated KPI score. The comparison gives insights
to the reliability of the KPI value and correctness of the current data treatment procedure. Table
4.2 showed the comparison of the result between the current KPI value with the calculated KPI
value.
The 3% gaps, for logistics operation, is a big gap of performance especially when this gap refers
as a company overestimation. This gap may indicate the lack of data and give more insights to
concern more to the delivery execution. From table 4.2, the gap in February, July and August is
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significant. This indicates that the existence of many missing values can be caused by the
unavailability of the account manager to input the actual date due to the holiday period. The
urgency of having a more complete value in datasets is even more highlighted in September 2017,
where the gap of difference between current KPI and recalculated KPI is only 1% with a
reasonably high missing value, that is 36. December 2017 shows similar circumstances where the
missing value is 46 and the gap is only 2%. Both September and December are months where
employees are still at holidays after summer and winter.
Table 4.2 Comparison of Current KPI and Calculated KPI (Rounded Value)
February 2017
March 2017
April 2017
May 2017
June 2017
July 2017
August 2017
September 2017
October 2017
November 2017
December 2017
January 2018
February 2018
Overall KPI
Unranked
Missing Value
(Identified) late delivery

Current KPI
84%
85%
79%
80%
76%
80%
81%
79%
76%
75%
78%
79%
81%
80%
50
5372
8669

Calculated KPI
81%
84%
77%
78%
75%
76%
78%
78%
74%
73%
76%
77%
79%
77%
384
10339

Gap
3%
1%
2%
2%
1%
4%
3%
1%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
3%
50
4988
1670

Missing Value
19
41
24
28
20
34
27
36
33
39
46
21
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On the perspective of operational logistic, performance is not merely about numbers. Having
more than 10% missing value of the measurement is indeed considerable. Imagine if among the
missing value, 50% of them are identified late or maybe on-time. This affects how customer would
want to use H&S service. Treating data by imputation or any other methods can be a solution to
reach a precise KPI value with the unavoidable missing values in the dataset. However, having a
complete data or at least less than 5% missing value in the data is always better. The performance
number may lead to a more detail insight, hence the better evaluation, which at the end will lead
to an innovation and better improvement.
We realize that missing value is unavoidable, especially when the data is entered manually. But
specific to H&S, the missing value in the data object ACT_Del and PLN_Del can be solved by
automating the way both data objects are input. PLN_Del is input by planners when they assign
the routes to orders. This value is automatically recorded in the platform, but unfortunately is not
always available in the data base. In this case, the company needs to evaluate the connection
between their current platform with the data base. On the other hand, the ACT_Del currently is
input by AM once they received the news through email or information via planners or driver or
customer that the order is arrived at the unloading point. In this case, the company can use the
GPS/Track or trace system of the container’s whereabout to send signal if the particular order is
delivered at the particular end-point. The more technical and technological suggestion will be the
use of high-tech tools implemented in the container that allows the container lid to open
(preparing to unload) only when the driver pushed the confirmation button of arrival. The arrival
information of date and time will be transmitted to AM.
In the next section, we will provide an investigation related to which part of the execution process
may give the highest impact to performance improvement once real-time data is used in the
system. The investigation is performed to answer the question of what type of data should be
involved in which part of process in order to increase company’s KPI. Recalculated KPI is used as
our baseline to see how will improve or deteriorate the performance of the company.
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Operational Design
The company grasps the benefit of involving real-time data as their knowledge and variables in
the system to improve the executional stage. As explained before, design 1 will be related to the
simulation that uses ARENA software, following the literature from Rossetti (2016). Simulation
is mostly referred to how real operation goes. We are going to focus on investigating how realtime data can be involved and in which process. It will thusly be more important to see how much
(in percentage) will the delivery performance improve if, by utilizing any type of real-time data,
we can successfully decrease interference in the process time by 1%.
In the simulation we will create a scheme of delivery activity. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the
sequence of delivery activity varies with paired delivery activity combinations (i.e. loading-drop,
drop-pick-up, etc.). These paired activities might appear twice or more in delivering one order,
which leads to many possible schemes to draw one order. Note that not every order has the same
sequence one another. Thus, we are going to simulate the number from the real data with
representable schemes. They are the schemes that represent the real data setting instead of
creating a precise occurrence per order with thousands of network schemes possibilities.
Observing the same data sets as the one in the chapter 4 (i.e. data sets of actual vs planned
delivery time from February 2017 – February 2018), our simulation scheme is based on
combination of transportation modes used to delivery every order. These schemes are the most
representable and feasible to simulate the data because they can represent every possible
sequence of transportation modes used for all orders. They are: A) Scheme 1 represents all orders
that use trucks only to deliver products; B) Scheme 2 represents all orders that use truck as a
door-to-door deliverer in which ferry connects the delivery process; C) Scheme 3 represents all
orders that is basically the same as scheme 2 but the connector in this scheme is train instead of
ferry; D) Scheme 4 represents all order that use both ferry and train as the connector and trucks
in between. There are two types of combination in Scheme 4, they are differed by the sequence of
the use of ferry or train.

5.1

Data Simulation

The important thing we need to find from the simulation is to identify which type of real-time
data is useful to which process. As mentioned, we will use the basic simulation consists of three
basic modules as one can see in Figure 5.1. These three modules will represent any possible type
of disruptions that can occur according to each modes of transportation per scheme, for example:
truck with traffic, or truck with idle due to the previous modes’ delay, etc. (see Table 5.1). These
disruption is measured by time units. The longer the period, the more frequent the interference
happens.

Figure 5.1 Simulation Modules in Arena Software Used in The Research

The create module generates the order according to numbers of orders per scheme. Process
module is following the delivery time, from planned start-time until the planned end-time
(PLN_Del) with the consideration of ACT_Del, which consists of information of orders that are late
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in time unit. Since the numbers of orders on-time and late are also available, the simulated time
when the number of on-time displayed in the dispose module, will be recorded and used as our
time threshold. The number of order within the time threshold per scheme at our first simulation
is our base case KPI.
Table 5.1 Types of Disruption

Truck Departs from
Dispatch point
Traffic (Real-time Data)

Ferry
(Information Exchange)
Harboring Queue
Unloading Container Issue
Severe Weather

Train
Railway Maintenance
Capacity Issue
Unloading Issue
Severe Weather

Truck in Connection or Truck to
End Location
Traffic
Late Dispatch due to delay from
previous delivery modes

The improvement measurement process is performed by decreasing process time for 1% per
transportation modes per scheme. This can be assumed as if real-time data can shorten the period
of interference to happen. It is said an improvement, if within the time threshold, the number of
on-time delivery increases. Each improvement will be compared to see which process gave the
highest impact to the performance. The simulation adopts the queue system. The arrival time
follows the Poisson Distribution with intensity 𝜆 , and the service time (process module) is
exponentially distributed with the mean rate 𝜇 under one resource. This operation is applied to
all schemes.
A. Scheme1
Scheme 1 simulates the delivery activity that uses truck only. According to the data, there are
26471 deliveries dispatched and 19584 of them are on time. To calculate our 𝜆, we assume that
our average interarrival time is exponentially distributed for 0.36 hours per truck with no upper
bound and lower bound or a complete random behavior. Thus, the arrival time of dispatch
command follows Poisson distribution with 𝜆 = 2.81.

Figure 5.2 Simulation of Scheme 1 (Truck Only)

For the service time, we assume the process time exponentially distributed with average time of
service 1⁄𝜇. Exponential distribution caught continuous data with numbers generation above 0
that simulates the delivery process, that will have positive time value, because time never goes
back. We use the process module type of “seize delay release”. Figure 5.2 depicted the simulation
process. After running the simulation, the result of the base simulation is written in table 5.2. One
can note that specific to this scheme, there are 19584 orders delivered on-time within 185387.01
hours, which become our time threshold, which means that every order that arrived at the
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dispose module are called on-time order. Time threshold is used to measure the increase or
decrease that happen to the number of orders, once we decrease the process time by 1%. Since
there are very limited information about the reason of late delivery, in this research we assumed
that all the late deliveries are caused by real-time interferences.
Table 5.2 Base Simulation Scheme 1 (Truck Only)
Order
On-Time Delivery
Late Delivery
On-Time simulated time
Arrival (𝜆)
Process Time (Average)
Waiting Time
Numbers of Queue

26471
19584 Orders
6887 Orders
185387.01 hours
2.81
9.42
88987.68 hours
15974 orders

The next step will be to find how much improvement will the system get if the real-time data is
involved. Note that the type of disruption in this case is traffic, then the type of real-time data that
is used to avoid the disruption to occur is real-time traffic data.
Table 5.3 Comparison of Base Case KPI and Improved Case KPI of Scheme 1 (26471 Orders)

Base Case
Time Threshold
Process Time
Number of On-time Order

Truck
Truck

Improved Case

185387.01

185387.01

9.42
19584

9.33
19840

Unit
Hours
Hours
Orders

The comparison between the base case with the improvement result can be seen in Table 5.3. The
improvement is performed by decreasing the process time of Truck for 1% in its process time.
From Table 5.3 one can conclude that if the company can update traffic data and make use of it,
such that around 1% of trucking disruption can be managed, the increase of order delivered
according to plan will be 1.31% more than the base case. This defines 256 orders more will be
delivered within time windows.

What to do when the real-time data is involved?
It is important to note that H&S does not determine which road-route to pass. During the
execution, if the disruption is known ahead before the driver is at the location where the traffic
or other types of disruption happens, the driver might still be able to avoid the road-route. on the
other hand, if the driver is already inside the traffic or handling disruption then, the driver must
send a notification to the company and according to types of disruption, the driver should be able
to estimate how long is the delay. Therefore, the driver is the main actor of trucking in the
execution stage. However, it is also still possible that the planners notify the driver of possibility
of traffic that might happen in the specific road-route due to road work, concert, or etc. if the
planners know that the driver will use that specific road-route. GPS traffic will be a very helpful
tool to help the driver to make real-time decision.
For the planners and AM, tools of container track and trace will be very handy as they do not need
to wait for the driver to give them information whether the drivers are facing the disruption or
not. This also allows AM and planner to have generated estimated time of delay instead of
counting it manually that will lead to human error.
B. Scheme 2
Scheme 2 simulates the delivery activity that uses ferry as the connector and trucks to perform
from-door delivery and to-door delivery. The arrival time follows the Poisson distribution with
intensity (𝜆) of 1. This is obtained the same way as scheme 1. The process time of Ferry, Truck_1
and Truck_2 are exponentially distributed as seen in Table 5.4. Specific to trucks, the average is
divided by two. This is in accordance with our assumption that both truck will have the same
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disruption within the process. Figure 5.3 depicts the simulation scheme of the use of ferry and
trucks.

Figure 5.3 Simulation of Scheme 2 (Ferry and Trucks)

After running the simulation, the result of the base simulation for scheme 2 can be seen in Table
5.4. One can conclude that within 183893.09 simulated hours there are 7935 orders delivered to
the end location as planned.
Table 5.4 Base Simulation Scheme 2 (Truck and Ferry)

Order
On-Time Delivery
Late Delivery
On-Time simulated time
Arrival (𝜆)

11795
7935
3860
180893.09 hours
1

Process Time

Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2

Average
22.66
2.66
2.66

Waiting Time

Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2

80387.26 Hours
9836.15 Hours
0.3188 Hours
6825 Orders
642 Orders
1 Orders

Numbers of Queue

Following scheme 1, the process time of each process modules, which in this scheme consists of:
Ferry, Truck_1 and Truck_2, will be decreased for 1% one by one and lastly to all process modules
simultaneously. This is to see which type of data are giving the highest impact to improve the
delivery in this type of scheme. The comparison is provided in the Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 Difference of Base Case and Improved Case KPI of Scheme 2 (11795 Orders)

Time Threshold
Process Time Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Waiting Time Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Number of On-time Order
Difference from Base case

Base Case
180893.09
22.66
2.66
2.66
80387.26
9836.15
0.3188
7935
0

Improved Ferry
22.4334
2.66
2.66
80660.14
9856.69
0.3363
7982
0.59%

Improved Truck_1
22.66
2.63
2.66
79613.08
9830.48
0.3441
7992
0.72%

Number of On-time Order when All process is increased: 8010≈ 0.95%
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Improved Truck_2
22.66
2.66
2.63
80354.98
9778.04
0.3128
7933
-0.02%

Despite the high increase of performance for 0.95% if all the processes time is simultaneously
decreased, it is even more interesting to see how disruption that happened in Truck_1 process
gave the highest impact to the performance among each process. According to the list of
disruption, the delay might be caused by traffic, accident, road work, and etc. However, if we see
Table 5.5(base case), the second longest waiting time occurred in Truck_1 process. The
simulation indicates that the frequency of order being dispatched for this specific scheme cannot
be completed within the service time in Truck_1 process. Thus, it affects the starting time of
processing an order in the ferry process. Therefore, if only by 1%, the service time in the Truck_1
is decreased, then the impact is high. In practice we can refer this to the condition where the truck,
that is assigned to pick up the closest container, is still not close enough. This leads to conclusion
that the activity of trucking (e.g. pick-up, drop, and etc) before the Ferry shipping, are very long.
We also notice the negative improvement occurred when the process time of Truck_2 is
decreased while other process remains constant. This does not mean that by using real-time data
in this process, it will not lead to improvement. This highlights that the interference that happens
in Truck_2 process may also be caused by the delay that happens in the Ferry (the process in
between) not only by traffic. This can be seen by comparing the waiting time in Truck_2 in which
the lowest waiting time happens when truck_2 process is improved. By decreasing the Truck_2
process time by 35%, the performance increased for 0.13% as one can see in Table 5.6. We can
conclude that if the simulation indicates negative value, this means that there are big gaps of
improvement in this specific process. This covers not only the disruption in the process but also
the “between process” with the prior module.
Table 5.6 Improved Truck_2 for 35%

Improved Truck_2 by 35%
Time Threshold
Process Time

180893.09
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Waiting Time
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Number of On-time Order
Difference from Base case

22.66
2.66
1.73
80160.82
9904.74
0.1382
7945
0.13%

What to do when the real-time data is involved?
What we can conclude from this is that, real-time information exchange does not only help to
manage delay that happened during the Ferry delivery. Managing the delay means that the
planner or account manager can directly inform the customer and truck driver about delay
beforehand. Such that, the company does not have to pay for idle time of the truck driver in
Truck_2 as well as extra cost because of the delay and the customer can expect the order to arrive
at the later time.
This highlights the importance of visibility among charters. The company can build the visibility
through creating interaction more with the charters. However, the numbers of charters are not
few. This means that H&S needs to focus on applying technological tools to track the container.
Once, the tool estimates that the actual process time will not go as planned, then the AM and
planner can proceed to manage the information in advance.
C. Scheme 3
Scheme 3 simulates the delivery activity that uses the train and truck to perform the from-door
delivery and to-door delivery. The assumption of arrival time is following the Poisson distribution
with intensity (𝜆) of 0.4 or average interarrival of 2.44 hours per order. This is obtained the same
way as the scheme 1. The process distribution is assumed to distribute exponentially. Specific to
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the trucks, its average is divided by two. The same reason applied as scheme 2. Figure 5.4 depicts
the simulation for scheme 3.

Figure 5.4 Simulation of Scheme 3 (Train and Trucks)

After running the simulation, the result of base case for scheme 3 is provided in Table 5.7. We
highlight the on-time simulated time and its on-time delivery, which in this scheme we have 2675
orders that are delivered according to what it is planned within 122513.97 simulated hours.
Table 5.7 Base Case Simulation Scheme 3 (Train and Truck)

Order
On-Time Delivery
Late Delivery
On-Time simulated time
Arrival (𝜆)

4283
2675
1608
122513.97 hours
0.41
Average

Process Time

Train
Truck_1
Truck_2

44.48
4.06
4.06

Waiting Time

Train
Truck_1
Truck_2
Train
Truck_1
Truck_2

54842.68 Hours
3618.88 Hours
0.344 Hours
2618 Orders
127 Orders
1 Order

Numbers of Queue

The next step is applying the improvement by decreasing the process time for 1% per process
module. This is performed in order to see which process is giving the biggest impact to the
performance, such that the specific type of disruption for scheme 3 can be more highlighted.
Table 5.8 Difference of Base Case and Improved Case KPI of Scheme 3 (4283 Orders)

Time Threshold
Process Time Train
Truck_1
Truck_2
Waiting Time Train
Truck_1
Truck_2
Number of On-time Order
Difference from Base case

Base Case
122513.97
44.48
4.06
4.06
54842.68
3618.88
0.344
2675
0

Improved Train
44.035
4.06
4.06
54829.21
3557.56
0.345
2703
1.05%

Improved Truck_1
44.48
4.0194
4.06
55313.27
3409.53
0.3519
2664
-0.41%

Number of On-time Order when All process is increased: 2695≈ 0.75 %
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Improved Truck_2
44.48
4.06
4.0194
55010.11
3691.17
0.3331
2664
-0.41%

Table 5.8 shows that by improving the process time of Truck_1 will lead to less on-time delivery.
This is the same case as the scheme 2, which means that the company needs more than just 1% of
improvement in the particular process. In terms of simulation, this can be caused by the unbalance
between how fast the orders are to be dispatched and how slow the process in Truck_1. Specific
to scheme 3, by remaining other process rate constant and decreasing the process time in
Truck_1, it needs 3% of process time decrease to allow an improvement. In practice this may lead
to conclusion that planners need to consider probability of delay in this process, which will affect
the Train process that is a scheduled process. Thus, once the truck is late, then they would need
to book another earliest schedule of train, which may cost high. The assignment of which
container to be picked-up by which closest truck must be more optimized in terms of time. This
means that if the container was used for the prior order, then after unloading, the container must
be placed in a feasible location. Another recommendation is that to reduce the trucking activity
(e.g. pick-up, drop, loading, cleaning, etc.).

What to do when the real-time data is involved?
In this scheme, we can see that by improving train only leads to higher value of performance than
when all is improved. This is because there are two processes that gave negative value to the
performance. Even so, we can still conclude that regardless the result of improvement, whether
it is negative or positive in each process, an integrated use of real-time data specific to scheme 3
will lead to a better performance. Hence information exchange and real-time external data
matters in this case.
The weather data may be useful in terms of train in the winter season. Because, there is a situation
where snow might impede the delivery activity in railway. Having a knowledge of how the
weather will be on the day when the order is departed on train, will help the planners to estimate
when to start the delivery activity prior to train process, hence avoiding the bad weather and
delay. Unavoidable occurrence may also happen. Therefore, information exchange here is crucial,
since the train scheme ratio of late delivery is 0.05% more than ferry scheme ratio of late delivery.
This is because train has more possible disruption than ferry. Same applied in this scheme that is
by including GPS track and trace enable the planners or AM to know whether the container is
moving or not and may contact the suppliers to have information in regards with the disruption.
Hence, a faster reaction.
D. Scheme 4
Scheme 4 will be divided into two parts. Both simulates the delivery in which both ferry and train
is used as the connector and truck is used as mediator and to perform from-door and to-door
delivery. In the first part, the sequence of the delivery is as seen in Figure 5.5. The arrival of
dispatch command is following the Poisson distribution. This is because the interarrival time
behaved randomly with no upper and lower bound. Thus, the arrival rate (𝜆) for this scheme
according to the data available is 0.09. As mentioned earlier, the process time is exponentially
distributed. Specific to trucks, we will divide its average and standard deviation by three. Our
assumption is that since all trucks modules use the same transportation modes; hence the same
disruption.
The first scheme that we simulated is scheme 4A with the process module “Train” comes before
“Ferry”,

Figure 5.5 Simulation of Scheme 4a (Train, Ferry and Trucks)
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After running the simulation, the result of base case for scheme 4A as provided in Table 5.9. We
highlight our simulated time threshold which from Table 4.10 equals to 20004.32 Hours. One can
conclude that within our time threshold, the simulation shows the on-time delivery for 452
orders.
Table 5.9 Base Case Simulation Scheme 4a (Train, Ferry and Truck)

Order
On-Time Delivery
Late Delivery
On-Time simulated time
Arrival (𝜆)

859
452
407
17359.84 Hours
0.09
Average

Process Time

Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3

36.89
37.52
2.15
2.15
2.15

Waiting Time

Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3
Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3

5786.53 Hours
182.07
0.4557
0.1186
0.1074
375
5
1
1
1

Numbers of Queue

Next, we implement the decrease in the service time for 1% for all process module one-by-one.
This is performed to see which variable is giving the biggest impact to the performance. The
difference between the improved cases with the base case will be our ratio of improvement.
Table 5.10 Difference of Base Case and Improved Case KPI of Scheme 4a (859 Orders)
Base Case
Time Threshold
Process Time:
Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3
Waiting Time
Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3
Number of Ontime Order
Difference from
Base Case

Improved Train

Improved Ferry

Improved
Truck_1

Improved
Truck_2

Improved
Truck_3

36.5211
37.52
2.15
2.15
2.15

36.89
37.1448
2.15
2.15
2.15

36.89
37.52
2.1285
2.15
2.15

36.89
37.52
2.15
2.1285
2.15

36.89
37.52
2.15
2.15
2.1285

5786.53
182.07
0.4557
0.1186
0.1074
452

5944.65
864
0.5525
0.1053
0.1729
434

7465.96
1575.79
2.07
0.43
1.24
447

5786.55
182.07
0.4461
0.1186
0.1074
452

5786.53
182.07
0.4557
0.1166
0.1074
452

5786.53
182.07
0.4557
0.1166
0.1074
452

0

-3.90%

1.11%

0%

0%

0%

17359.84
36.89
37.52
2.15
2.15
2.15

Number of On-time Order when All process is increased: 465≈ 2.88%
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The second part of scheme 4 is another combination of train and ferry with different sequence of
delivery activity as seen in Figure 5.6. Scheme 4B is similar with scheme 4A, therefore the similar
assumption is applied in the scheme. Even though the assumption and number of processes are
similar as scheme 4A, it is still important to run for the base case simulation to ensure that the
result of performance is the same.

Figure 5.6 Simulation of Scheme 4B (Train, Ferry and Trucks)

Apparently, after running a simulation with different sequence of ferry and train, the base case
performance of on-time delivery generated differently from the base case of scheme 4A, as one
can see in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11 Base Case Simulation Scheme 4B (Train, Ferry and Truck)

Order
On-Time Delivery
Late Delivery
On-Time simulated time
Arrival (𝜆)

859
452
407
18219.97 Hours
0.09
Average

Process Time

Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3

36.89
37.52
2.15
2.15
2.15

Waiting Time

Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3
Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3

316.84
6643.73
0.6977
0.1066
0.1485
9
414
1
1
1

Numbers of Queue

Table 5.11 showed that within 18219.97simulated hours, there are 452 orders that are delivered
on-time. The next step will be as performed for scheme 4A. That is decreasing the service time of
each process module one-by-one in the scheme. Then, we compare the result to perceive a
compact analysis specific to the order that has delivery activity as depicted in scheme 4B, as seen
in Table 5.12.
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Table 5.12 Difference of Base Case and Improved Case KPI of Scheme 4b (859 Orders)
Base Case
Time Threshold
Process Time:
Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3
Waiting Time
Train
Ferry
Truck_1
Truck_2
Truck_3
Number of Ontime Order
Difference from
Base Case

Improved Train

Improved Ferry

Improved
Truck_1

Improved
Truck_2

Improved
Truck_3

36.89
37.52
2.15
2.15
2.15

36.5211
37.52
2.15
2.15
2.15

36.89
37.1448
2.15
2.15
2.15

36.89
37.52
2.1285
2.15
2.15

36.89
37.52
2.15
2.1285
2.15

36.89
37.52
2.15
2.15
2.1285

316.84
6643.73
0.6977
0.1066
0.1485

235.18
6592.5
0.4657
0.1566
0.1291

316.84
6643.76
0.6817
0.1066
0.1485
452

297.14
6716.77
0.5878
0.108
0.1471
434

316.84
6643.73
0.6977
0.1066
0.1458
452

0%

-3.90%

0%

18219.97

452

465

188.01
6499.11
0.6141
0.1073
0.1407
468

0

2.88%

3.54%

Number of On-time Order when All process is increased: 478 ≈ 5.75%

One can see that the change of the sequence of process module will generate different result (see
Table 5.10 and 5.12). This is caused by how the ‘bottleneck’ process is located. What is interesting
in comparing between scheme 4A and 4B is when the process time of trucking is decreased for
1%, the performance level remains the same as the base case but except for one. That is the
process Truck_2 in Scheme 4B, which results negative value. Note that in scheme 4A improving
train process also gives negative value. Since this is the combination of the use of ferry and train,
improving train (scheme 4A) will lead to a higher queue in the Ferry process, because train is
located before ferry.
In practice, the negative value, is a note for company to enable the use of real-time to reduce
interference for more than 1%. Scheme 4A and 4B demonstrated that the highest performance
improvement is in Ferry improvement. This is because the bottleneck process in scheme 4 is
Ferry. For Truck_2 that is placed in the middle of two processes can be affected by disruption that
happened during the Ferry and Train process. Therefore, in scheme 4B, the disruption in the ferry
will affect to the delivery in Train, hence the less number of waiting time. This is important to
highlight that both scheme shows significant performance improvements by applying the process
time decrease to all process.

What to do when the real-time data is involved?
The same way of obtaining and reacting to the data is as explained in the previous scheme. In this
case we need to highlight that even though orders that used scheme 4 is 2% of all orders that
occurred within February 2017 – February 2018, scheme 4 gave a lot of insight in regards with
visibility. Visibility is possible to reach in a way a good interaction management among partners
are built well, as well as the use of technology. However, logistic operation such as optimization
or forecasting, etc. exist to help to reach an efficient process in a whole. The redesigned execution
workflow is proposed to illustrate how real-time data would support the execution stage. In
addition, logistic operation is considered to enable the system to gain the information without
any necessity of having a high-level openness and transparency among partners, just like how
track and trace system works.
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5.2

Redesigned Execution Workflow

The proposed workflow as one can see in Figure 5.6 (see Appendix 2 for a better quality) is in
regards with the previous simulation. This is a redesign of H&S global process flow with the value
addition of real-time data. The workflow followed the formal structure of BPMN 2.0 (Horn, 2012)
that is available in Visio 2016.
Execution

Another
Intermodality
Process

MMP Planner

Container Assignment

Deliver to
End Location

No

MMP Planner

Yes

Detailed Delivery
Activity Planning

Intermodal?

Yes

Booking Ferries
and/or Train

Real-Time Data A

Preorder is received
In the Plan Board

Mediating
Truck

No

Route Planning
Delivery with
Ferry/Rail
Real-Time Data C

Historical Planning

Deliver to Port/
Station

TCP Planner

Booking
Chartered Truck

Real-Time Data B

Real-TimeData A

Truck and Driver
Assignment

First
Trucking

Yes
No

Historical Charter Data
Intermodal

Real-Time Data A

Data Bank

Figure 5.7 The Redesign of H&S Operational Workflow in Accordance with Real-Time Data Involvement

All green colored data object modules are the support resources that minimizes disruption to
happen. The impact of having all the data objects are that the company will be able to shift from
being reactive to any occurrence to being proactive. All data object (existed in MMP, TCP Planner,
as well as the ones located in the execution stage) will enable company to estimate time delay,
prepare for disruption, hence more alternative in planning the order delivery. In addition, if
disruption cannot be eluded, the company is expected to be able to react long before the customer
claims a complain.
5.2.1 Associated Data Objects: Real-Time Data
Referring to the type of disruptions as provided in Table 4.3 and the analysis in the section of
approach to design 1, we are now able to enlist all the possible real-time data that can minimize
the type of disruption in the execution stage as seen in the Table 5.1 below.
From the calculation of Performance improvement, real-time information exchange between
partners and charters show the higher ratio of 2.12%. This means that if the process of
information exchange is optimized for at least 1%, the expected calculated KPI may alter to 78.6%
from 77%. If both real-time information exchange and real-time data are utilized and improve the
process for at least 1%, then calculated KPI will be 78.48%. This indicates the importance of
improvement in exchanging real-time information.
The renewed workflow can be optimally actualized if the company would want to invest more in
technology and its application in the system since the key enabler here is tools. The table of
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returned real-time data ignites the importance of real-time data during execution being stored
especially to the actual delivery data of which it will be the main variable of measuring the KPI.
Table 5.13 List of Types of Real-Time Data

Real-Time Data A
Origin and destination
generated route

Real-Time Data B
Weather Data *

Road Traffic Information

Harbor Status**

Weather Information*

Scheduled container
loading and unloading **

Ferry Status Update **

Departure cancellation*

Train Status Update **

* : Data is available to AM or planner
** : Data must be available for both driver and planner
No star : Data is available to driver only

Returned Real-Time Data
Actual pick-up and delivery date and time
Detail paired-activity of delivery per order

Real Time Data C
Scheduled pick-up and
delivery from precedent
task **
Road Traffic Information

Origin
and
destination
generated route
Scheduled unloading at endpoint.**

Enabler
Onboard Communication
Integrated signal sender

Disruptions
In Figure 5.6, we notice that there are 2 data objects in MMP Planner and TCP Planner task,
namely: Historical Charter Data and Historical Planning. Both data objects will use historical data
stored in the data bank, to implement the concept of forecasting in order to create a predictive
action. Historical Charter Data can lead the company to be able to estimate how many chartered
truck should be booked in advance. According to the planner, preparing how many numbers of
trucks chartered in the next 5 days will give them pervasive benefit. If they are able to choose the
best charter provider according to the data of charter performance, then their delivery
performance will also be increased, hence market’s trust is perceived.
5.2.2

Associated data objects: Historical Charter Data (Number of Chartered Truck
Forecast)
Workflow and simulation demonstrated how real-time data affects the delivery executional
workflow. The redesign proposes many types of associated data objects. Besides real-time data,
using historical data to perform forecasting can lead the company to reach visibility.
In addition, it is also known that if the planners can acknowledge how many trucks should be
chartered in advance (e.g. one week in advance), in managerial manner, they will gain more
benefits. This is because they will still have a higher probability of booking the best performancecharter providers, or the cheaper one. Compared to the hap hazard booking method that will give
them a confined option of charter available. In addition, since the use of chartered truck is at rate
56%, their logistics execution performance really depends on how the charters performs. Having
a leftover choice of charter will lead them to a bigger probability of choosing the worst charter in
terms of performance, hence a worse image for the customer.
Forecasting is a method offered to increase the performance in the logistic operational point of
view. As mentioned, this is proposed to create a predictive action towards number of chartered
truck. Forecasting indeed provides a more fast-implementable model, without any necessity of
adopting new expensive technology. A proposed model can be embedded onto algorithm inside
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the system, in order to reduce the variability in the planning stage. TCP department as the one
who is responsible for booking the chartered truck stated that there are many advantages of
having a preview of how many chartered truck should be booked in advance.
Specific to the logistics industry, it is recommended by Ghiani et al. (2004) to perform a shortterm forecast in order to minimize the error factors in the behavior of the used data. This is
because in logistics operation, the behavior of the data can be suddenly changed due to an
unplanned disruption such as road work, traffic, etc.
5.2.3 Step-by-step Forecasting Number of Chartered Truck Used (2017 – April 2018)
First, it is important to visualize the available data over time per variable (we have 57,853
datasets). We use the same dataset as the one we use for simulation. However, in this case, we
add data from January 2017 to our data sets. This is because in forecasting, the more historical
data we use, the visible the behavior of how the dependent variable is over time. Through
visualization one can see whether the data has recursive behavior over time, a causal behavior
over other variable over time, and/or additive or multiplicative interaction (Ghiani et al., 2004).
Different type of behavior will determine different type of variable in use in the model.
In order to evaluate each model, the data must be classified first into two sets, they are: training
and test data. The training data help to build the model and the test data helps to evaluate the
model. To evaluate the fitness of the training or the predictors, the adjusted-𝑅 2 value must be
calculated. This adjusted- 𝑅 2 value will be compared with other adjusted- 𝑅 2 value that is
generated using different observation number. The higher the adjusted- 𝑅 2 , the better the
predictor.
After having the model of the forecast, our next step will be performing an accuracy measures.
The calculation of MAD (Mean Absolute Deviation), MAPD (Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation)
(Ghiani et al., 2004) or known as MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) (Hair et al., 2010), and
MSE (Mean Squared Error) must be made available. To select which model is the most
representative for the forecast, we will compare the value of MAPE from each method, with
consideration of data interpretation.
In this research, it is important to note that the dataset used for forecasting already has the actual
value of the dependent variable up to the beginning of March 2018. Therefore, the error
calculation will be made as the difference between actual vs forecasted data. Whereas the
adjusted-𝑅 2 measures the split of training data with an assumption as if the last data available is
at the end of February.
In the remainder of this chapter we will use the following notation as used in Ghiani et al. (2004).
Let 𝑑𝑡 , 𝑡=1, 2, …, 𝑇 be data given of numbers of chartered truck at time period 𝑡, where 𝑇 defines
the period in which the latest data entry is available. The notation of 𝜏 in 𝑝𝑡 (𝜏), where 𝜏 = 1, 2, …
will indicate how many periods ahead the forecast 𝑝 will be made at time 𝑡. Lastly, the notation
of error 𝑒 will be according to the research case. The calculation of error value is made by
calculating the actual value with the forecasted value at time 𝑡. According to Ghiani et al., (2004)
the calculation of evaluation element can be determined as below.
𝑀𝐴𝐷𝑡 =

∑𝑡𝑘=2|𝑒𝑘 |
,
𝑡−1

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑡 = 100%

𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡 =

∑𝑡𝑘=2|𝑒𝑘 |/𝑑𝑘
,
𝑡−1

∑𝑡𝑘=2 𝑒𝑘2
𝑡−2
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(5.1)
(5.2)

(5.3)

Ghiani et al. (2004) also stated that in particular, the result of MAPE itself has indicated the quality
of the forecasting method. Every model, which in this case will use different method, will use the
same statistical step as mentioned in this section.
5.2.4 Simple Linear Regression
As explained in the section 5.2.3, we first visualize the dataset which consists of date of order,
order number, and whether the order uses owned or chartered truck. As our first method we
would like to see the data monthly (as seen in Figure 5.8). It is captured that there is no seasonal
factor in the fluctuation of the number of Charter per month. Therefore, the method of linear
regression will be best applied to this first case.

Figure 5.8 Plotted Monthly Number of Chartered Truck Used (January 2017 - April 2018)

In the case of structural model linear regression (LR), the structure can be formally written as:
𝑌𝑡 = 𝛿 + ϕ0 𝑇

(5.4)

Where 𝑌𝑡 stands for the dependent variable at time t, and 𝛼 is the constant, known as the intercept
of the model. This specific MLR indicates the causal relation of how time leads to an increased or
decreased number of 𝑌𝑡 by measuring the slope 𝛽0 over time 𝑇.
First, we need to determine how many observations should be accounted as predictors and how
many observations should be accounted as test dataset. As the first attempt, we use data from Jan
2017 until Jan 2018 to capture the whole year behavior as the predictors (13 Observations).
These predictors will help to forecast 𝑝13 (1), 𝑝13 (2), 𝑝13 (3). Which indicates the number of
chartered truck used in February, March and April.
However, as mentioned in the previous section, references such as Hair et al. (2010) and Berthold
et al. (2010) emphasized the importance of evaluating the fitness and quality of the size of our
predictors towards the test set. Therefore, it is also best to see the value of adjusted-𝑅 2 as the
measurement of how good the quality of our predictors.
Table 5.14 Regression Report of Different Size of Training Dataset; 13 Datasets (Jan 2017 – Jan 2018, left) and 14 Datasets
(Jan 2017 – Feb 2018, right)

Regression Statistics
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations
MAPE

Variables
Intercept
Period

Regression Statistics

0.13
0.02
-0.07
165.96
13
6.43%

Coefficient
2028.35
-5.13

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations
MAPE

p-value

Variables

2.92E-10
0.68

Intercept
Period
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0.24
0.06
-0.02
159.52
14
6.65%

Coefficient
2047.43
-8.94

p-value
3.11E-11
0.42

Using Excel 2016, we generate all the statistical test as can be seen in the regression report below.
Whereas, the evaluation of the forecast is calculated manually using Excel 2016. Table 5.14
represents the report of regression statistics for different size of predictors. The left side is using
13 observations as mentioned above whereas the right side is using 14 observations (i.e. Jan 2017
until Feb 2018).
Even though MAPE value generated by using 13 training datasets +1 test dataset is better (i.e.
6.43%) than MAPE from 14 training dataset + 1 test set, from the above table, it is clearly
captured that the better training dataset is indicated in the model with 14 training datasets
(right). This is because the adjusted-𝑅 2 value for 14 datasets is bigger than the one with 13
datasets. In the remainder report, adjusted-𝑅 2 value measures the test data sets. Therefore, the
first model to be proposed is the model with the 14 datasets as:
𝑝𝑡 (𝜏) = 2047.43 − 8.94(𝑡 + 𝜏)

(5.5)

The new forecasted report can be seen in Table 5.15. In the remainder section, we will use
adjusted-𝑅 2 to measure our level of training set and MAPE to evaluate our model upon both
training and test data sets.
Table 5.15 Monthly Forecast of Numbers of Chartered Trucks Using Linear Regression (14 observations)

Periode
14
15
16

Month
Feb
Mar
Apr

Number of
Charter
1823
2019
2009

Forecast
1922
1913
1904

AbsError

%Error

Sq. Error

99
106
105

5.43%
5.25%
5.23%

9801
11236
11025

Regression reports apparently tell much more than the fitness and the quality of the predictors.
Take p-value for example. This value is to indicate how strong is the correlation of variable 𝑇 in
our model towards the number of chartered trucks. Note that our significance level is at 5%.
Therefore, if the p-value ≤ 0.05, it indicates that the correlation is statistically significance.
Otherwise, (p-value >0.05) it indicates that the correlation is not statistically significant.
Since it is a simple linear regression, the period or 𝑇 is the only explanatory variable that is
assumed to give an impact to how big the number of chartered truck is. However, using the law
of correlation, the p-value of this variable in both regression report (as seen in Table 4.15), are
>0.05, which can be concluded that time apparently does not have a statistically significant
correlation with the number of chartered truck. However, since we are looking for the best
forecast model, then we will still keep the MAPE value of 14 datasets as the comparison base that
is 6.65%.
For such small datasets of 16, the use of 12 or 13 or 14 datasets as predictors are the best options
according to the data visualization (as seen in Figure 5.9). Because we need to capture all
behavior that happened the whole year to reach the representability of the data behavior.
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Figure 5.9 Monthly Forecast of Numbers of Chartered Using SLR (13 Observations)

However, it is important to note that statistical test does not care about interpretation. Whereas
data collection nature is strongly related to interpretation. Thus, the deeper analysis that is in
accordance with the environment of how the data is obtained, and other interpretation must also
be taken into account to create a decision.
Table 5.16 The Strength and Weakness of Using SLR Model

1.

Strength
Because the visualization shows no
seasonal activity

Weakness
1.

2.

3.

P-value showed none of the explanatory
variable is correlated to the response
variable.
It is impossible to have no correlation
with time at all. Therefore, it is important
to see the more size of data.
adjusted-𝑅2 does not even give a positive
value due to a very small dataset. SLR can
still be used as long as dataset is bigger
and showed the SLR trendline.

Table 5.16 shows the weakness and the strength of using this method. In practice, the monthly
forecast will be able to prepare the planner to estimate numbers of chartered truck over time
monthly. In the stage-like analysis, we would like to check per stage whether the model resulted
in each method yields a better interpretation. Therefore, next, we will check whether, according
to the data available, the number of chartered truck is affected by other factors.
5.2.5 Multiple Linear Regression
It is often found that the independent variable is also affected not only by time but also by one or
many explanatory variables. The second model is proposed by checking other variable towards
the monthly numbers of chartered truck. It is hypothesized that there is a correlation between
the number of chartered truck with the number of owned trucks and number of delivery demand
outside NL. In this case, the proposed forecast model will be derived from the Ordinary Least
Squares, (Hair et al., 2010):
𝑌𝑖 = 𝛿 + 𝛽1 𝑥1𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝑥2𝑖 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑄 𝑥𝑄𝐼 + 𝜀𝑖

(5.6)

Find 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , 𝛽𝑄 , such that
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑(𝑌𝑖 − 𝛽1 𝑥1𝑖 − 𝛽2 𝑥2𝑖 − ⋯ − 𝛽𝑄 𝑥𝑄𝐼 )2 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝜀𝑖2
𝑖

(5.7)

𝑖

First, we determine the categories, which are available in the data, that might affect the number
of chartered truck use. From the data, there is a high probability that the company uses charter
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when the delivery order is abroad. Again, since this is the forecast model, time needs to be
included in the variable. Therefore, we now have equation 5.8 as our base model.
𝑌𝑡 = 𝛿 + 𝜙0 𝑇 + 𝜙1 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑁𝐿1𝑡 + 𝜀

(5.8)

However, to ensure that all assumed independent variables are significantly correlated with the
dependent variable, the statistical test should be performed. Apparently, the p-value of each
explanatory variable resulted a statistically significant correlation (p ≤ 0.05), as seen in the table
5.17. This model is indeed better than the model proposed from SLR, because we use the same
predictors size (which is the same number of observation used in SLR model) but resulted 90.7%
on the MLR’s adjusted-𝑅 2 value. This indicates a good fit of predictor size. The regression and
evaluation report can be seen below:
Table 5.17 Regression Report of Multiple Linear Regression for Monthly Data

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observation
MAD
MSE
MAPE
Variables
Intercept
Period
OrderNoNL

Regression Statistics
0.96
0.92
0.91
48.2
14
56.80
5058.4
2.91%
Coefficient
-461.66
10.51
0.67

p-value
0.07
0.02
2.90E-07

From the above table, the fixed multiple linear regression model is. Note that the coefficient is
obtained automatically by using Excel 2016 with Data Analysis tools:
𝑌𝑡 = 10.51𝑇 + 0.67𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑁𝐿1 − 413.46

(5.9)

With the general structure of forecast model:
𝒑𝒕 (𝝉) = 𝜹 + 𝝓𝟏 (𝒕 + 𝝉)𝟏 + 𝝓𝟐 𝑶𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓𝑵𝒐𝑵𝑳𝟐 + 𝜺

(5.10)

Becomes the fixed forecast model as:
𝑝14 (𝜏) = 10.51(14 + 𝜏)1 + 0.67𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑁𝐿2 − 413.46

(5.11)

It is important to note that in this research, we use test dataset that has the actual number of the
forecasted variable. Therefore, the data of independent variable in 𝑡 + 𝜏 is already available. This
method is used to create a more accurate forecasting model. To use it in a practical manner, it is
important to firstly obtain the estimation of the independent variable data in 𝑡 + 𝜏. This type of
data can be obtained by applying any univariate forecasting method in accordance with the
behavior of the data itself. The forecasted value can be seen in table 5.18 and visualized in Figure
5.10.
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Table 5.18 Monthly Forecast of Numbers of Chartered Trucks Using MLR (14 observations)

Period
14
15
16

Month
Feb
Mar
Apr

Number of Charter
1823
2019
2009

OrderNoNL
3201
3553
3244

Forecast
1886
2133
1936

AbsError
63.0
114.0
73.0

%Error
3.46%
5.65%
3.63%

Sq. Error
3969
12996
5329

From Figure 5.10, we can see that by using multiple linear regression, the forecast value can
capture the behavior of the fluctuation happened in the historical data, compared to model 4.x,
which uses SLR method. Since we now already have the MAPE challenger from MLR, MAPE value
of each model is now meaningful. It is discernible to see that 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑀𝐿𝑅 < 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑆𝐿𝑅 , which
indicates that the MLR model offers a more accurate forecast.
All statistical test’s result indicates the good fit on model. This means that
1. The number of delivery order that requires the delivery outside NL is affecting the
number of chartered truck per month.
2. The MLR model leads the planner to predict a more accurate number of chartered truck
per month.

Figure 5.10 Monthly Forecast of Numbers of Chartered Using MLR (14 Observations)

However, data nature can only be captured by analyst. Therefore, the note of strength and
weakness using the method must still be remarked to help the author decide which one is the
best-fit model for this case. Strength and weakness of using MLR model can be seen in Table 4.20.
Table 5.19 The Strength and Weakness of Using MLR Model

1.

Strength
All statistical test indicates a good fit

1.

Weakness
How should the planners distribute their
number of chartered truck per day?
Monthly data can generate a bias result if
used in planning per order per day

5.2.6 Time Series Decomposition
Monthly data might be representative for various cases. However, in the case of forecasting the
number of chartered truck, the planners plan the route and book the charter service every single
day. A monthly forecasted number of chartered truck may lead planners to another question.
That is how should they distribute the number of chartered truck per day in a month. Since there
might be a reasonable correlation between days with number of chartered truck, thus we
visualize the daily data of number of chartered truck. This interpretation must be considered, in
order to achieve the fittest model.
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Figure 5.11 Visualization of Daily Data of Number of Chartered Truck (Jan 2017 - Feb 2018)

The visualization of the daily data is made by plotting the daily data of number of chartered truck
used in Excel 2016 and it can be seen in Figure 5.11. The behavior of the data as seen in the
visualization exhibits the seasonal behavior that happens every 7 days (within-week). Since we
already checked the seasonal behavior per month (within-year), it is now important to examine
whether the data of NrChartered also exhibits the seasonal behavior per week (within-month, see
Figure 5.12). This examination needs to be performed in advance in order to check whether the
data is classified into double or multiple seasonality.

Figure 5.12 Visualization of Weekly Data of Number of Chartered Truck (Jan 2017 - Feb 2018)

One can conclude that from the examination, the visualization only signifies the seasonal behavior
on daily data. The method of multiple seasonality is not going to be implementable as the data
behaves in one seasonal cycle (Taylor, 2003).
Following Ghiani et al. (2004), time series decomposition method suits best to the problem we
have as depicted in Figure 5.11. This method is based on the assumption that the dependent
variable, in this case the number of chartered truck (𝑌𝑡 ), can be decomposed into four seasonal
effects, namely trend (𝜁𝑡 = 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡), cyclical variation (𝐼𝑡 = 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡),
seasonal variation (𝑆𝑡 = 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 ) and residuals (𝜌𝑡 = 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 ).
Therefore, the time decomposition model can be formally written as
𝑌𝑡 = 𝑆𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝑡 ∗ 𝜁𝑡 ∗ 𝑟𝑡

(5.12)

It is important to note that residuals or random values noted as 𝜌𝑡 will have an expected value
close to 1, once the decomposition has been executed correctly. Therefore, the forecast model can
be written as
𝑝𝑡 (𝜏) = 𝑆𝑡 (𝜏) ∗ 𝐼𝑡 (𝜏) ∗ 𝜁𝑡 (𝜏)
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(5.13)

First, we are going to find the value of (𝜁𝐼)𝑡 . As seen in Figure 4.12, our seasonal period (𝑟) is one
week or every 7 days, thus the 𝑟 = 7. Since we have odd number as our 𝑟 value, each average can
be associated with the central period of the corresponding time interval (Ghiani et al., 2004). then
we follow the calculation as below:
𝑟−1

(𝜁𝐼)[𝑟/2] = ∑
𝑘=0

𝑌𝑟−𝑘
𝑟

𝑟−1

𝑌𝑟+1−𝑘
𝑟

(5.15)

𝑌𝑇−𝑟+1−𝑘
𝑟

(5.16)

(𝜁𝐼)[𝑟/2]+1 = ∑
𝑘=0
𝑟−1

(𝜁𝐼) 𝑇−[𝑟/2]+1 = ∑
𝑘=0

(5.14)

Time decomposition method will be used to create a model with minimized residuals, in which
the equation 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16 will help to smooth the fluctuation in time series model. The
decomposition method will be applied to separate the seasonal effect to indicate its seasonal
indexes. Since this is a weekly seasonal behavior, then the term Day 1 to Day 7 are used to indicate
the seasonal period.
The calculation is stopped at time 𝑇 . Figure 5.14 depicts how (𝜁𝐼)[𝑟/2] , (𝜁𝐼)[𝑟/2]+1 , and
(𝜁𝐼) 𝑇−[𝑟/2]+1 have smoothed the fluctuation in the data. Moreover, it does not ignore the steep
decrease that happens in between December 2017 and January 2018.

Figure 5.13 Applying Moving Average on Daily Data of Number of Chartered Truck

The second step, is to find the value of seasonal effect (𝑆𝑡 ). It can be obtained by performing
calculation that is derived from equation 5.12. Thus, the calculation can be formally written as:
(𝑆𝜌)𝑡 =

𝑌𝑡
(𝜁𝐼)𝑡

(5.17)

To extract the random values from (𝑆𝜌)𝑡 , we can calculate means of 𝑟 indices. The seasonal
indexes are the average of seasonal factor for each seasonal period. Our seasonal index can be
seen in the table 5.20. The value of random fluctuation 𝜌𝑡 will be greatly reduced with the average
of seasonal index calculation.
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Table 5.20 Seasonal Index for Number of Chartered Truck Using Univariate Time Series

SEASONAL
PERIOD

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7

Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat

Seasonal Index
0.20
1.30
1.27
1.29
1.24
1.40
0.30

The seasonal index suggests that every day 1 (Sun) and day 7 (Sat), the number of chartered truck
use will be 80% and 90% respectively below its own trend value. Whereas the highest use of
chartered truck will be at day 6 (Friday) with indication of 40% above its trend value. Therefore,
the next step will be finding our trend value by doing regression on the de-seasonalized data that
can be obtained by:
Α𝑡 =

𝑌𝑡

(5.18)

S𝑡

Where Α𝑡 denotes the de-seasonalized data.
Since the seasonal index is the index that happens every seasonal period, these indexes will also
define our S𝑡 data at 𝑡 = 1,2,3,4,5,6 and the ones to be forecasted. However, by using the
univariate time series analysis, the highest adjusted- 𝑅 2 value is obtained by having 420
predictors started at date January 1, 2017 until February 24, 2018; that is 0.02, which indicates a
poor fit predictor compared to the previous method. However, we will check the MAPE and see
how well does the model predict the forecast value?

Figure 5.14 Trend Value for Univariate Time Series

The regression is generated from the mentioned predictors and resulted a good fit of p-value for
variable time. Using the coefficient of time and the intercept from the generated result, 𝜁𝑡 can now
be calculated. The trend value is depicted in Figure 4.15. The calculation uses the linear regression
structure as:
𝜁𝑡 = 𝛿 + 𝜙𝑡

(5.19)

Which also applies to our forecasted trend data
𝜁

𝑝𝑡 (𝜏) = 𝛿 + 𝜙(𝑡 + 𝜏)
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(5.20)

It is again important to note that in real application, predictors are best use mainly for one-stepahead prediction (Vrbanek Jr. & Wang, 2007), which means that the predictors start always from
the first data point to time 𝑡 Therefore, using this method, we are going to predict the number of
chartered truck to be used one week ahead. The 𝜁420 (1), 𝜁420 (2), 𝜁420 (3), 𝜁420 (4), 𝜁420 (5), 𝜁420 (6),
𝜁420 (7) are 60.88; 60.86; 60.84; 60.81; 60.79; 60.77; 60.75 respectively.
As explained earlier, seasonal index leads one to indicate how would the data behave based on its
trend value. From this logic, we can calculate the forecast value by applying:
𝑝𝑡 (𝜏) = 𝑆𝑡 (𝜏) ∗ 𝜁𝑡 (𝜏)

(5.21)

Table 5.21 Daily Forecast of Numbers of Chartered Trucks Using Univariate Time Series (420 observations)

Period
421
422
423
424
425
426
427

Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Number of Charter

13
100
65
80
64
87
20

𝑆𝑡
0.20
1.30
1.27
1.29
1.24
1.40
0.30

𝜁𝑡
60.88
60.86
60.84
60.81
60.79
60.77
60.75

Forecast
12
79
77
78
76
85
18

AbsError
1
21
12
2
12
2
2

%Error
8%
21%
18%
3%
19%
2%
10%

Sq. Error
1
441
144
4
144
4
4

As seen in the table 5.21, the error values are calculated to determine MAPE, MAD, and MSE. This
step is performed to evaluate our model and our forecast.
Table 5.22 Regression Report of Univariate Time Series for Daily Data (420 Observations)

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observation
MAD
MSE
MAPE
Variables
Intercept
Period

Regression Statistics
0.15
0.02
0.02
16.68
420
9.55
9.55
48.87%
Coefficient
69.77
-0.02

p-value
8.53E-155
0.00

MAPE that is produced by time decomposition method (TD) model for H&S’ daily data is
apparently worse than the 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑀𝐿𝑅 ; that is 48.87%. However, it is important to highlight that
the size of the dataset used in TD is also way bigger than MLR. Therefore, the apple-to-apple
comparison based on statistical test will not be equitable. Regardless, the strength and the
weakness of this model must also be written.
Table 5.23 The Strength and Weakness of Using UTS Model

1.
2.

Strength
The daily data gives more detail insight
The forecast value actually follows the
ups and downs in each time t.

1.
2.

Weakness
The adjusted-𝑅2 value is pretty low
MAPE test indicates a poor fit of model,
48.87%

The graphic of forecasted value vs actual value can be seen in the Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 Daily Forecast of Numbers of Chartered Using UTS (420 Observations)

5.2.7 Multiple Regression-Seasonality
Multiple regression seasonality (MRS) is a developed model of TD. It is also applied to the data
that exhibits the seasonal components. The difference between MRS with UTS is that in MRS we
take into account other explanatory variables. As we recall that the variable of number of order
for outside of NL is also affecting the model. Thus, we can call this method as the combination
method of MLR and UTS. However, the method that is used in applying MRS is slightly different
compared to MLR and UTS.
References suggested various ways to achieve the best fit model with various tools. Specific to
this research, we use excel 2016 to generate the model. We follow the formal framework that is
suggested by (Laurinec, 2016), which will be outlined step by step in this section. The regression
model can be formally written as:
𝑌𝑡 = 𝛿 + 𝜙1 𝜔𝑡1 + 𝜙2 𝜔𝑡2 + ⋯ + 𝜙6 𝜔𝑡6 + 𝜙7 𝑋𝑡7 + 𝜀𝑡

(5.22)

Where 𝜔1 ,…, 𝜔6 represents the weekly dummy variables; 𝜙 denote the coefficient that we will
estimate; and 𝑋7 denote another explanatory variable (in this case is Number of Demand outside
NL, “OrderNoNL” that we will involve to our model. Lastly, the statistical tests are also performed
just the same as it was performed in the previous section to evaluate the performance of the
model fitness.
Assume 𝑣 is a notation for seasonal period, where 𝑣 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} for weekly dummy
variables, then 𝜔𝑣 denote the dummy variable at period 𝑣 in one seasonal. Dummy variable is a
binary constant that will be 1 if the number of chartered truck is measured in at the particular
day of the week (Laurinec, 2016) as seen in Table 5.24.
Table 5.24 Seasonal Dummy Variables of MRS for Daily Data (420 Observation)

Day1
Day2
Day3
Day4
Day5
Day6
Day7

Day1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Day2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

Day3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Day4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

Day5
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

Day6
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

It discernible that the number of column and row is not equal. This phenomenon can be explained
by the binary value. This can be outlined as if it is not day 1, nor day 2, nor day 3, nor day 4, nor
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day 5, and not even day 6, then it will be day 6. These dummy variables will be used to identify
the seasonal effect on our multiple regression model.
The next step is generating our regression model for 𝑛 = 420 observations. Manually, the
coefficient can be estimated by Ordinary Least Square, that is in matrix notation written as:
𝑌 = 𝜙𝑿 + 𝜀

(5.23)

where 𝑌 represents the 𝑛 × 1 vector and 𝑿 represents an 𝑛 × 𝑝 matrix of values of explanatory
variable within dataset. Thus, OLS estimation of 𝜙 is:
= (𝑿𝑇 𝑿)−1 𝑿𝑇 𝑌

(5.24)

The estimation of coefficient can also be done by generating the data in statistical tool such as R.
In this research, we use Excel 2016 to generate our Multiple Regression. The regression report
can be seen as at Table 5.25. Applying the method MRS apparently generates a better result than
the one with UTS. This indication is explained by the adjusted-𝑅 2 value that shows 96.6% fitness
of the predictor sets. 𝑝-value is also evaluated to check the level of correlation between each
variable to the dependent variable.
From Table 5.25, 𝑝-value for 𝜔1 (D1) and 𝜔6 (D6) are > 0.05, which means that the variable
should be taken out from the model. However, note that these variables are there to represent
the dummy variables of seasonal factor. Thus, 𝜔1 and 𝜔6 are still considered in the model.
Table 5.25 Regression Report of Multiple Regression Seasonal for Daily Data (420 Observations)

Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.98
R Square
0.97
Adjusted R Square
0.97
Standard Error
6.36
Observation
420
MAD
4.88
MSE
44.54
MAPE
13.27%
Variables
Coefficient
Intercept
2.00
Period
-0.00.012
D1
-0.38
D2
-4.63
D3
-9.35
D4
-10.91
D5
-10.95
D6
-2.28
OrderNoNL
0.61

p-value
8.53E-155
0.00
0.75
0.03
1.27E-05
5.79E-07
2.45E-07
0.28
1.1E-148

MAPE value indicates a better model than the one in the TD. If we visualize the predicted and
actual data, it can be as seen in the Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16 Daily Forecast of Numbers of Chartered Using MRS (420 Observations)

Therefore, the model from MRS for predicting number of chartered truck in general is:
(5.25)
𝑝𝑡 (𝜏) = 𝛿 + 𝜙1 𝜔(𝑡+𝜏),1 + 𝜙2 𝜔(𝑡+𝜏),2 + ⋯ + 𝜙6 𝜔(𝑡+𝜏),6 + 𝜙7 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑁𝐿(𝑡+𝜏),7
+ 𝜀(𝑡+𝜏)
The forecasted values for 7 days ahead are pointed in Table 5.26. The explanatory variable
besides seasonality, that is 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑁𝐿𝑡 , is indeed creating a stronger model. MAPE at level 13%
with a very detailed forecasted value that is generated by applying MRS produce the best output
for the case of H&S.
Table 5.26 Daily Forecast of Numbers of Chartered Trucks Using Multiple Regression Seasonality (420 observations)

Period
421
422
423
424
425
426
427

Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Number of Charter
13
100
65
80
64
87
20

OrderNoNL
18
174
142
145
116
105
94

Forecast
13
104
80
80
63
64
60

It is still important to take notes of the strength and weakness of using this model. This is to
capture the aspect of which the company prioritizes.
Table 5.27 The Strength and Weakness of Using MRS Model

Strength
1.
2.

The daily data gives more detail insight
All statistical tests are in a good value

Weakness
1.

Compared to MLR monthly, MAPE value is
higher. It could be caused the more
observations we have.

5.2.8 Proposed Concept of Numbers of Chartered Truck Forecasting
Previous section gave complete descriptions of how forecast model is built. Model in the equation
5.26 has given an apparent predicted number of charter (truck) to book for 5-days ahead
according to the data available. After several steps of calculation, interpretation and analysis, the
model is perceived to show the closest value with the actuals with MAPE value 13%.
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The model can be explained below:
𝑝𝑡 (𝜏) = 𝛿 + 𝜙1 𝜔(𝑡+𝜏),1 + 𝜙2 𝜔(𝑡+𝜏),2 + ⋯ + 𝜙6 𝜔(𝑡+𝜏),6 + 𝜙7 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑁𝐿(𝑡+𝜏),7
+ 𝜀(𝑡+𝜏)

(5.26)

s.t.

(5.27)

𝜔(𝑡+𝜏),𝑛 ∈ {0,1}

(𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟)

Where:
𝑡
𝑝𝑡 (𝜏)

= Time, thus 𝑑𝑡 denotes for numbers of charter at time t
= Forecasted value of numbers of charter at 𝜏 period ahead, where
𝑝𝑡 (𝜏) = 𝑝𝑡+𝜏 and 𝜏 = {1,2, … , }
𝛿
= Intercept regressed from the data
𝜙𝑛
= The coefficient of variable 𝑛 = {1,2, … , 6}
𝜔(𝑡),𝑛
= Weekly dummy variables, binary number.
1: Indicates that the number of chartered truck is measure in the
particular day
0: Otherwise.
𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑁𝐿(𝑡),7 = Number of order that request a delivery outside Netherlands,
both for the start location and to-location.
This model shows the best fit specific to the case of H&S. It is also important to note that the
number of order abroad must also be forecasted in advance to determine the number of chartered
truck. This can be done by performing the MA forecasting formula that is:
𝑇−1

𝑝𝑡 (𝜏) = ∑
𝑘=0

𝑑𝑡−𝑘
,
𝑟

𝑇<𝑟

(5.28)

MA method is known to have capability of smoothing the fluctuation over time (Ghiani et al.,
2004). Therefore, by having the smoothed predicted number of demand, the MRS can catch the
seasonality of how the value of number of chartered truck behaves and the correlation with
Number of orders abroad.

Figure 5.17 The Result of the Proposed Model to Forecast the Number of Chartered Truck
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Conclusion
In this chapter we provide strategical and tactical stage of analysis as mentioned in section 3.2.
Section 6.1 highlights the general conclusion of the analysis and design for H&S, other logistics
company and academia. Section 6.2 provides the specific conclusion and recommendation of realtime data implementation for H&S company in regards with improving supply chain visibility.
This recommendation is based on the framework provided in chapter 3, in which strategical and
tactical stage of analysis are involved. The further and specific managerial answers of how H&S
can exchange real-time information, what to do with the coming data, from which source can a
real-time data be obtained, and does H&S need to change their organization structure due to the
implementation of real-time data; are written in section 6.2.

6.1

Conclusion

Many companies believe that by adopting the most sophisticated technology or tools can lead
them to a better performance. Thus, they are willing to invest ‘big bucks’ to apply the latest
technology. Unfortunately, having the latest technology is not always an answer in and of itself. A
company must first understand how their current system performance is, in order to evaluate
their workflow and their capability, acknowledge their gaps of improvement and how to achieve
that improvement. From all mentioned, the company will be able to adopt the proper techniques
or method or even tools to improve their performance. The proposed workflow (as seen in Figure
5.6) provides an overview to the strategical and tactical level actors of how real-time data can
affect the current execution stage. The answer of what to prepare, which data, and what to
improve can be directly perceived from the workflow as it is provided in Section 5.1.
To conclude which disruptions are found the most frequent and how to manage it, we will
aggregate all the values and take the average of its value. The calculation can be seen in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Comparison of Improvement Rate per Transportation Modes

Scheme 1
Scheme 2
Scheme 3
Scheme 4A
Scheme 4B
Average of
Improvement

All Modes
1.31
0.95
0.75
2.88
5.75
2.33

Improvement Rate (in percentage)
Trucks Only
Ferry Only
1.31
0.72+(-0.02)
0.59
-0.41+(-0.41)
0+0+0
1.11
0-3.90+0
3.54
-0.25

1.75

Train Only

1.05
-3.90
2.88
0.01

Table 6.1 attests the importance of having an integrated use of any types of real-time data with
the average aggregated improvement of 2.33% of the base case, which may lead the KPI from
77% to 78.79% ≈ 79%. On the other hand, real-time traffic data and weather data also plays an
important role on supporting the truck to arrive on-time at the train station, ferry port or endlocation. Specific to traffic data in which the trucking process uses the most, there are big gaps for
improvement to be effectuating to reduce interference more than 1%.
To complete the workflow design, another associated data object (i.e. historical chartered truck
data) in this research is used to forecast the number of trucks needed to be booked (from the
charter provider) in 5-days ahead. This operation focuses more on the logistics operation
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improvement. The forecasting model provides a benefit for the planners to book charters in
advance. Because then, the charters will be still available, and the planners have plenty of charter
options of which will be selected according to the charter’s performance. Otherwise, by doing a
hap hazard booking, it will cause the planners with more uncertainty and might leave them a
choice of charters with the lower performance or the expensive one. In addition, the concept of
forecast can still be developed. It can also be applied to forecast the pattern of order arrival or the
availability of charters schedule. This concept can be even more developed once the historical
data is utilized properly and the type of data is complete as can be seen in workflow redesign.
In general practice, real-time data does indeed give benefits to the company. But it is noted that
real-time data (information) that comes from the partners within our own supply chain process
is more beneficial than using the open-source real-time data. The visibility of information about
the process or the market will be able to avoid bottleneck. An integrated information system in
logistics industry case among the partners of delivery operation creates a more feasibly efficient
delivery execution.
Technological approach is necessary to highlight the importance of tracking the container in
action. This will be very helpful, in order to anticipate any delay. As long as the company is able
to feature a system that can automatically calculate an estimation of delay, an automated message
of the delivery activity status is enough to improve performance, such as: onboard automated
communication, regular status update of delivery and tracing the movement of products. In terms
of visibility, synchro-modality is indeed important to scope where track and trace system is no
longer any help. This means that if the delivery includes the use of airways, where a sudden
change of route may happen suddenly, thus the information must as well move fast. On the other
hand, track and trace system may no longer be useful if each partner is working under one
information platform that works in real-time.

6.2

Managerial Recommendation

Real-time data is irregular, fast and big in volume. It may come with several and various data object with
different data type. Extracting the valued information takes time. Storing all historical data related to order
might seem very redundant. However, the benefit of having more historical data or at least data for 4 years
back is worth more consideration. Besides having an ability to forecast the behavior of order and the detail
of order, the planners can anticipate types of disruptions that have ever occurred for this order. If the
company allows the planners or the one that is responsible to handle the past deliveries for orders to put
notes of what type of disruption and how to solve this in the system, it would help the current planners or
AM or even new employee to anticipate and prepare to act directly if the same disruption happens; hence,
an evenly distributed knowledge among employees. Data is important to determine which direction is the
company aiming for improvement. Therefore, it is strongly suggested that the company should have one
data warehouse (centralized database) where all raw database is stored and a separated data storage
where all informative data is located. Because at the current moment, it is impossible to view data on why
orders are changed, delayed or late.

Everything that is real-time does not always result a better performance. Real-time action or
known as reactive action means that we perform according to the choice they have at that
moment left. As mentioned in the section 5.2, H&S currently performed a real-time booking on
chartering a truck. Concluding from the design, booking a charter in advance will give a bigger
option to the planners to select the charter according to their performance. Another forecasting
method that H&S can implement is a prediction of whether the supplier will be available on
certain date for certain time. This way is an alternative of having a visibility in terms of charters
availability. Other than that, it is also possible to obtain an information of charter availability in
advance by building relationship with all charter providers. From the perspective of planning
department, this prediction can be as important as route optimization itself.
Secondly, many researchers give us several methods of reaching an efficient visibility. Ones
believe by implementing a proper information system architecture, technology; where
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information can be exchanged across the firms in partner with a strict procedure of what type of
information is transmitted in the system; can lead to a better visibility. Others believe by a
repeated interaction with the charters or partners, trust will be built, hence a more visible
logistics.
In terms of delivery visibility, specific to H&S, the workflow confirms that real-time information
exchange between H&S and partners gave bigger impact to the delivery performance. The current
performance will even be better once both real-time external data and real-time information
exchange are integrated in both planning and execution stage.
Real-time external data such as a prediction of delay that the external resource has, for example:
Simacan, and TomTom, will give an impact on the execution stage the most. Real-time external
traffic data is only available for the road user. The use of traffic prediction can help the driver to
avoid traffic and find another route. Thus, the one who will be responsible for this type of data,
by making a real-time decision, is the driver. Furthermore, if H&S integrate the use of real-time
traffic (prediction of delay) data in the planning and execution stage, planners may be able to
estimate time of arrival or the length of the delay and inform the customers in advance. It will
give the planner an insight to react earlier or anticipate more of using the route in the future.
There are three options of applying this type of data. First, H&S can rely completely to the driver
on giving updates of traffic information and by checking how long would the traffic occur, the
planner or AM will estimate the delay on their own, calculate the expected delivery time and
inform the customer. Second, by using the track and trace system on the container, the company
will receive the transmitted signal of the location of traffic. The system will generate the location
and give the estimation of traffic duration; thus, the planner or AM can create an estimation of the
expected delivery time and inform the customer immediately. Third, H&S may hire tower
provider (e.g. Simacan) that can help them to track the truck both owned and chartered (by
registering the number of truck), and estimate the delay time, such that AM, and planners can
estimate the expected arrival time and inform the customer in advance. However, option three
will enforce H&S to consent to share historical road delivery data with the tower provider.
Lastly, during the making of the project, data visualization indeed is a very powerful and helpful
tool to gain more insight about and from the data easily. Visualization allows the user to obtain
the value of data in a friendly manner, simple yet leads a user to see the data behavior sharply,
compared to reading the big volume of data in the tabular figure. As the result of external source
learning, we recognize how EIS (Executive Information System) has helped many executives in
many companies to take strategical decision. EIS is a computer-based information system; a
special type of DSS (Decision-Support System); that is designed to provide strategic information
needs (e.g. access or statistical analysis) to senior managers or executive (Leidner & Elam, 1993;
Any Difference Between, 2016). EIS allowed the executive to obtain data analysis in many ways
according to the company preference. The user is able to tinker around the graph or the
spreadsheet of the data. EIS’ interface provides an ease of extracting the value or knowledge from
the data because it uses the concept of visualization and EDI with the integration of which
information should be providable to which user.

6.3

Future Research

This research highlights the importance of data existence to logistics visibility in a direct relation,
which also directs to the benefit of integrating technology onto logistics operations. The use of
multimethod in the research gave many opportunities to many data and logistics visibility
researchers to apply other approaches besides forecasting and simulation. The direct relation
between real-time data and logistic visibility that is explained in this research expects
technological solution provider to be able to offer a system by integrating the use of real-time
data with different type of delivery workflow
As seen in figure 1.3, the scope is limited by one vertical line, which focuses on ISSF behavior
towards the truck delivery. This is the most urgent one, because H&S believed that the on-door
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delivery performance will not only be affected by the delivery activity before it, but it will also
give an impact to the delivery activity after it. Another crucial factor is that real-time data (e.g.
traffic and weather data) in this focus is also the main variable that might impact the delivery
performance, besides real-time information.
However, the other vertical line in the matrix is also important to support the whole delivery
process (as seen in figure 1.4). This is because the company is an intermodal solution provider. If
further research would be performed, the author hopes that the workflow that are designed to
investigate the impact of real-time data involvement from this research, can be used to support
and/or help as the baseline for the future research.
See it from the workflow, another opportunity of research is to predict the availability of the
supplier at the upcoming date of when the order is going to be dispatched. The historical data will
enable the system to read the behavior of the supplier at different period. The system must also
store the rank of supplier performance such that, when a planner assigns an order to a route, and
an action of booking is needed, then TCP or MMP Booking will receive a suggestion of the
supplier’s name. In this case, the variability of work in booking process is reduced. This algorithm
can also be used to predict incoming orders. The benefit of having customer under a contract is
we can see their pattern of sending a product from which location to which location. Therefore,
supposedly there should be an order pattern that the same customer requests the same order
under the same order detail arrived in the system. Such that, the company does not need to plan
from the very start at the time the order received. Another way of using it is the company can
anticipate this type of order by assigning this particular order to particular route.
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. Redesign of H&S Workflow on Planning Department in Regards with Real-Time Data Use
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Legends
: Start event → the planners will start performing the task if triggered by preorder
: Task → activity or process
: Data store → storage system where all data is located
: Parallel task → the tasks in between this logo is performed parallelly
: Data Object → information used by activity or task. The colored and blank ones
have no difference in terms of function. Colors used for embossing
how many types of information will be used in the workflow
: Loop → this is added because the activity might involve a repetitive activity
under the same type of order
: Gateway → it controls divergence and convergence of activities
The BPMN flow is checked using “Check Diagram” feature in Visio 2016 and it is valid according
to the regulation of BPMN 2.0, see below screen shot.
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